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FOnEWORD

The Division of Radiological Protection (DRP) is responsible
for the implementation of radiation safety in all institutions in
the country using radiation and radioisotopes for medical,
industrial, agriculture and research applications. Services
extended by the Division are mandatory requirements under the
Radiation Protection Rules 1971. Close Iiason is maintained
between DRP and the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board, the competent
authority under the Rules in all radiation safety enforcement
policies.

Personnel monitoring service is provided to about 40,000
radiation workers in 2S4I institutions. There are 164 teletherapy
units, 14 medical linear accelerators, 95 brachytherapy
facilities, 109 nuclear medicine centres and 403 research
institutions using radioisotopes. About 13 g radium has been
collected for disposal out of about 16g which was in use for
cancer treatment in different hospitals. In addition. 1076
institutions are using 1212 Ir 192. 50 Co-60, about 200 X-ray, 4
Tin-170, 1 Ct -252 and 9 linear accelerator sources for industrial
radiography. Also, 1438 Co 60, 1135 Cs-137 and 954 other sources
are used in about 500 institutions in nucleonic gauges. Further,
about 250 institutions are using H-3, Pm-147 and Th-232 for
luminous paints, gaseous H-3 light sources and gas mantles.
There are 99 high dose irradiation facilities which include 89
gamma chambers, 2 gamma shine units, 3 plants for sterilization
of medical products, 3 PANBIT units, I food irradiation plant and
1 industrial 2 MeV electron accelerator.

The Division has an active programme for designing and
fabricating special radiation protection instruments required for
monitoring purposes. For implementing the countrywide radiation
safety programme, a number of long and short term training
courses are being conducted. The One Year Diploma Course in
Hospital and Radiological Physics has been running for the past
30 years. The Chemical Dosimetry Laboratory is recognised as
Primary Standards Laboratory for high-dose measurements.
Iladiation Biophysics Group is engaged in raciiobiological research
aimed at understanding the modification of radiation effects by
chemical and physical agents at cellular and micromolecular
level. Computational studies cover areas of dosimetry in
general, radiation transport in shields, detector response to
neutrons etc. A list of about 164 publications by the staff of
this Division is also given along with the work of each section.

(U. Madhvanath)
Head

Division of Radiological Protection
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A. RADIATION BIOPHYSICS AND DOSIMETRY SECTION

1. Chemical DOBiMetry B.L. Gupta

M.S.S. Murthy

This Group is involved in the development of various
chemical dosimeters and related radiation chemistry studies.
Dose assurance programme for radiotherapy Machines and high-dose
irradiation facilities is also being carried out. Coloured
indicators for the identification of radiation sterilized Medical
products have been developed and they are being supplied to the
users of radiation sterilization plants. The Group has developed
FBX dosimeter for low dose measurements and a spectrophotoBetric
readout technique for free radical dosimetry besides several
other techniques. This Group has been recognised as National
Primary Standards Laboratory for high dose Measurements.
Calibration and training facilities are provided by the Group.

1.1 Postal dosimetry using FBX(p) dosimeter

G.It. Narayan and B. Suseela

The modified FBX(P) dosimeter contains 10~4 moles dM~3

ferrous ammonium sulphate, 10*3 moles dm*3 benzoic acid and 5 x
10-5 moles dm*3 xylenol orange in 0.04 moles dm"3 HzSO4. This
dorimeter shows better post irradiation stability than the FBX
dosimeter. The error due to post-irradiation storage of the
solution ia minimum for a dose of about 5 Gy. Polypropylene
tubes were found to be good containers for storing and'
irradiating the dosimetric solutions. Dose intei—comparison for
teletherapy cobalt-60 machines and medical accelerators in
different hospitals in India was done using this system. The
results showed fairly good agreement for all the photon and
electron beams as shown in table 1.

Table 1. Dose intercomparison between FBX(P) dosimeter and
ionization chamber for teletherapy machines.

Hospi-
tal
No.

Beam FBX(P)

Ionizat ion
chamber

Hosp-
ital
No.

Beam FBX <P)

Ionization
chaHber

1 . 12 MV X-rays
1. 6 MV X-rays
2. 1.25 MeV r
2. 4 MV X-rays
3. 6 MV X-rays
4. 10 MV X-rays

0.990
0.995
1.024
1.024
0.978
1.060

5 18 MV X-rays
5 16 MeV e"
5 6 MV X-rays
5 0.66 MeV r
5 1.25 MeV r
6 1.25 MeV r

0.968
0.972
1.000
0.976
0.996
0.962

FBX(P)
Average

Ionization
chamber

= 0.996 ± 0.028
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1.2. Doslaetry of 2 MeV electron accelerator

S.R. Nilekani

Depth dose aeasureaents were done for 2 MeV electron
accelerator of Isotope Division using the glutaaine
(spectrophotoaetric readout) dosiaeter. For this, the powder was
filled in 3 x 3 ca2 area polyethylene bags and the powder
thickness was 5 ag/ca*. The depth dose profile at the oentre of
the beaa was very different froa the profile at 20 ca froa the
centre. The glutaaine dosiaeters were irradiated upto 130 kGy In
different fractions. Each fraction of the dose was aeasured
separately with the glutaaine dosiaeter. Fig. 1. below shows a
plot of total aeasured dose against fractionated dose which la
linear. This shows that glutaaine dosiaeter can be used to
measure high doses froa the electron acclerator.

140 r

< FRACTIONS

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

FRACTIONATED OOSE (kGy)

Fig. 1. Electron dose Measurement with glutaaine dosiaeter

1.3 Dose distribution in an onion irradiation box at FIPLY

R.M. Bhat

Dose distribution in an onion irradiation box (length 60 ca,
width 40 cm, height 15 cm) was aeasured using Fricke dosiaeter in
collaboration with Food Technology and Enzyae Engineering
Division. For this purpose polypropylene tubes (13 aa O.D., 54
mm height) containing Fricke dosimeter were distributed in a
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fifteen point grid along the front, central and rear plane of the
box. The box was irradiated froa two sides. Froa the value* of
Daax (Maximum dose) and D»i» (ainiaua dose), the dose uniformity
ratio was found to be 1.46. One side of the box (side A) which
faces the source during the transit of the box froa one side of
the source to another side, always gets more dose than the
opposite side (side B) due to its proxiaity to the source.

Front Plane

125
111
102

115
111
103

100
108
90

B A

Central Plane Rear plane

108
102
95

98
95
91

94
93
86

B A

Dose (Gy) at different positions in the irradiation box.

1.4 Dosiaetry of sewage sludge hvgienizatton research irradiator
(SDRI) at Baroda.

R.M. Bhat and S.R. Nilekani

Dosimetry of SHRI was carried out using alanine
spectrophotometric readout aethod. The irradiation tank has a
capacity of 3 cubic meters. This irradiator uses a 105 kCi Co-60
source which is located about 30 ca below the water surface in
the irradiation tank. For dosiaetry. high iapact polystyrene
spheres of 21 mm diameter were made. Density of each sphere
containing a dosimeter capsule was adjusted to 1.0 ga/cc. The
irradiation tank was filled with water. The dosimeters measured
a dose rate of 1330 Gy/hr with a standard deviation of ± IX.

1.5 Calibration services

R.M. Bhat

Alanine dosimeter was used for dose rate aeasureaents on the
surface of the spent fuel rods from Dhruva reactor, in the water
pool of spent fuel storage bed. Dose rates in contact position
along the length of the spent fuel rod were found to vary froa 20
Gy/hr to 2000 Gy/hr.

Other calibration services were also provided to the users
of high intensity radiation sources froa various institutes using
the alanine dosineter viz. Department of Chemistry, Nagpur
University, (Gamma chamber). Defence laboratory, Jodhpur (Gaaaa
chamber), Radiation Biology Section, BARC, (Gaaaa chaaber) and
ECIL, Hyderabad (for irradiation of TV caaera at FIPLY).

1.6 Kinetics of radiolytic oxidation of ferrous ions in
different aqueous aerated systeaa

B.L. Gupta

The oxidation of ferrous ions was studied in three different
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systems: (1) An aerated aqueous aolution containing 2 x 10-*
aolea da*3 ferroua ammonium sulphate and 2 z 10-* aoles d»-»
xylenol orange in 0.04 aolea da-' aulphuric acid irradiated to
different doses, (2) An aerated aqueoua aolution containing 4 z
10-' aoles da-9 benzoic acid in addition to the contenta of (1)
Irradiated to different doses, (3) The solid alanine or glutaaine
irradiated to different doses was disaolved in an aerated aqueous
solution containing different concentrat iona of ferrous aaaoniua
sulphate and xylenol orange. In all the three cases, the plots
of ferric ion concentration againat doae Mere non-linear,
however, the plots of inverse of ferric ion concentration againat
inverse of dose were linear. This behaviour was ezplained by a
set of three general competitive reactions: (i) aoae of the
organic free radicals produced during radiolyaia could either
react with oxygen forming peroxy radicals or (ii) they could get
oxidized by ferric iona, (iii) other organic free radical a react
with oxygen only and do not involve in the above coapetition.
Using these reactions, a general equation was found to fit the
relationship between ferric ion concentration and doae which was
found to be very useful for doaiaetry. This equation ia given
below where Ci and C* "are constants.

Ci
Dose -

U/IFe-«J)- C2

1.7. Radiation cheaiatry of the FBX ayatea

S.R. Nilekani

In the FBX systea. the G(Fe»*) does not increase with the
increase in benzoic acid concentration above 5 z 10'* aoles da**.
From the competition of H reaction between 0* and benzoic acid an
increase in G(Fe3f) was expected. By adding 0.5 aolea da-1

sodium chloride to the FBX systea, the G(Fe*>) ia reduced from
54.0 to 21.6. Under these conditions, OH radicals will react
with CI ions and oxidize one Vez* ion only. The B atoaa reacting
with O2 will oxidize 3 Fe2* ions. Some H atoaa will directly
react with benzoic acid. The reduction in GCFe-*) in the
presence of CI ions and independence of G(Fe'*> above 5 z 10-*
moles da~3 benzoic acid concentration suggest that though
there is a competition of H reaction between 0* and benzole acid,
but H atoms reacting with benzoic acid directly, ozidize the saae
number of Fe2* ions as the H atoas reacting with 0*.

t.8 Use of alanine dosimeter (Spectrophotometrie read out) in
radiotherapy.

G.R. Narayan and B. Suseela.

The sensitivity of alanine dosimeter waa increased by
dissolving 300 mg of irradiated alanine in 30 ml FX solution
containing 10-* moles dm-3 ferrous ammonium sulphate, 5x10**
moles dm'3 xylenol orange in 0.14 N sulphuric acid and by using a



0.07 notes da-* optical cell for absorbance aeaaureaents. The
wavelength of Maximal absorption was at 545 na. The oxidation of
F** ions is less when alanine with reduced particle size is used
for Irradiation. The reproducibiIity of the ayatea is found to
be better with recrystalUsed alanine and a dose or 50 Gy can be
•easured with an accuracy of ± 2%.
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2. RADIATION BIOPHYSICS

2.1 Hypertheraia: K.B. Anjarla, V.V. Deorukhakar and B.S. Bao

hypertheraia in yeast

Recovery from radiation damage was studied in diploid yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae BZ 34 subjected to pre, post or
simultaneous hyperthermic treataent. Preirradiation heat
treatment at 51*C for 20 ain sensitized the cells to lethal
damage, however these cells could efficiently recover from
potentially lethal damage (PLD) on liquid holding. On the other
hand post-irradiation hypertheraia (51*C-20 ain or 52*C 15
min)partially inhibited recovery from PLD. For treatments at 40*
and 45°C the inhibition of recovery was restricted to the
duration of heat treataent. As soon as these cells were
transferred to 30*C for 48h, they could show significant recovery
from PLD. Kinetics of liquid holding recovery of cells exposed
to 600 and 900 Gy of'radiation followed by heat treataent at
51*C, 20 ain or 52*C, 15 Bin was studied. Post-irradiation heat
inhibits PLDR during the first three hours. Subsequent liquid
holding for longer durations results in recovery from PLD,
reaching a maximum of nearly one half of that obtained in cells
exposed to radiation alone. When cells were held for 0 - 4 8
hours between radiation and heat treatment, they showed recovery
from radiation damage such that sensitization by subsequent heat
treatment was reduced significantly during 48 hours of time
interval. Also, the inhibition of PLDR by hyperthermia also
decreases progressively with increase in the time interval
between the two treatments. When both heat and radiation
treatments were simultaneously done by irradiating the cells at
48*C, PLDR inhibition was partial. The recovery factor
calculated as the ratio of survival after recovery to that upon
immediate plating (without PLDR), was 2.6 ± 0.9 for simultaneous
heat and radiation treatment as compared to 11.9 ± 2.7 observed
for radiation alone.

2.1.2 Recovery from the damage induced by heat in yeast cell*:

We have investigated the recovery froa the damage induced by
heat. Wild type yeast strains, diploid Saccharomyces cerevisiae
X 2180 (diploid) and X 2180-1A (haploid) have been used. These
results have been compared with those obtained for'eel Is exposed
to Co-60 gamma radiation. Survival was assessed for cells
lethally heat treated at 51*C, immediately after the treataent
and after 3-7 days of recovery. During the period of recovery,
the cells we held under non nutrient conditions at 30*C.
Survival was assessed by the ability of cells to fora visible
colonies on nutrient media plates.

It is concluded from the results that,
a. A significant recovery from heat induced damage was seen

only in stationary phase diploid cells.
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b. Log phase cells fail to recover froa the daaage induced by
either heat or radiation.

c. Ability of the cells to recover fro* radiation induced PLD
was reaarkably higher than their ability to recover froa
heat induced daaage.

d. Recovery from radiation induced PLD was alaost coaplete
within 48 hrs, whereas, the recovery froa heat daaage does
not show a clear kinetics. Higher heat treataents aeea to
need a longer tlae for recovery.

2.1.3. Modification of radiation induced tfeneti
cells by hypcrtherala.

Experlaents were carried out to study the effect of
hypertheraia on radiation induced gene conversion in diploid
yeast strain Saccharoayces cerevislae BZ34. Heat treatBent
consisted of preheat treataent or post-irradiation heat treataent
carried out at 51*C for 20, 40 or 60 ain. It was observed that
preheat treataent increased the radiation induced gene conversion
frequency. The increases were greater for lethal heat treataent
(51*C for 40 or 60 ain) which resulted in survival levels of 50
and 5% respectively. Post-irradiation heat treataents at 51"C
for 20 and 40 nin had no effect on radiation induced gene
conversion frequency. The results of one set of experiments are
shown in Table.

Table 1 : Effect of pre-heat treatment at 51'C for 20 Minutes on
the induction of geneconversion by gaaaa rays in
diploid Saccharoayces cerevisiao BZ34. Heat treataent
per se was nonlethal

Dose Convertants/10* survivors* Ratio of C/10*a
(Gy)

Radiation Heat + Radiation H + R
(R) (H + R)

Expt. 1 Expt.2 Expt. « Expt. 2 R

20 567 667 734 1099 1.47 ± 0.25
(465) (651) (523) (831)

40

60

80

100

1146
(470)

1811
(495)

2450
(628)

2963
(574)

1371
(1283)

2041
(955)

2427
(1149)

-

1812
(646)

2171
(516)

3199
(643)

3770
(557)

1850
(1537)

2609
(1084)

3400
(1280)

-

1

1

1

1

.47

.24

.36

.27

t 0

+ 0

± 0

.06

.06

.06

Figures in the parenthesis refer to the nuaber of
colonies scored for each data point.



2.2. Cytogeneti cm

• e

N. Sankara Narayanan, K.B. AnJarla.
V.V. Oeorukhakar and B.S. Rao.

Peripheral blood
lymphocytes have been
cultured in vitro to assess
the radiation induced
cytogenetic damage.
Calibration curve for i0Co
gamma radiation was obtained
by scoring over 3000
netaphases for 3 dose points

1.0 and 2.0 Gy.
1). During the
year all the
the group have

preliminary
in scoring
aberrations and

induced in
blocked

i.e. 0.5,
(See fig.
last one
members of
undergone
training
chromosomal
micro nuclei
cytochalasin
lymphocytes.

0 24 -

20
DOSe(Gy)

2.3. Low dose rate Studios : B.S. Rao. N. Sankara Narayanan,
K.B. Anjaria and V.V.Oeorukhakar

2.3.1 Dose rate effect for the induction of genetic damarte
yeast cells irradiated with WTO beta and " C o tfamma radiation.

in

Yeast strain D7 exposed to HTO & rays at 0-4*C in non-growth
condition in the dose rate range of 3.5 Gy h-* to 0.014 Gy h"1

showed conversion frequencies i.n the range of 4x10-* Gy-1 to 5.5
x 10"s Gy-'. Even though the frequency was slightly higher at
lower dose rates studied, in the light of uncertainties which may
arise due to very low HTO concentrations involved and
irradiations lasting for several months, the differences observed
cannot be considered as very significant. Under growth
conditions, cells irradiated at 0.42 Gy h~* showed approximately
1.5 times the conversion frequency as compared to the cells
irradiated at 0.232 Gy h*1. Conversion frequencies under these
conditions were 8.8 x lO-'Gy1 and 6.5 x 10*1 Gy-1 respectively.
A reduction in effectiveness at lower dose rate appears likely.
Further work with lower dose rates are currently in progress.
Low dose rate exposure with gamma radiation under growth
conditions were performed with both DT and BZ34 strains. A
remarkable enhancement in the conversion frequency was observed
under low dose rate as compared to that observed for acute
exposure. For DT strain, convertants per 10' survivors per Gy
were 5.4 ± 0.5 and 30 t 5 for acute and tow dose rate exposures.
Corresponding frequencies for BZ34 strain were 15 ± 3 and 77.5 ±
17.5. These results suggest that the cells fail .to repair the
radiation damage induced under very low dose rate condition.
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Further, high frequency of gene conversion observed under low
dose rate condition suggests an amplification of radiation da»age
during the cell division process. Yeast celts are known to
repair a significant fraction of potentially lethal and sublethal
radiation damage induced at high doses and at high dose rates.
Present results suggest that the cells fail to do so at very low
dose rates. It is not exactly known whether the mechanism of
repair falls to recognize the damage induced at very low dose
rates.

2.3.2. Interaction between HTO fl and **(
induction of genetic damage in yeast cells.

Yeast strains Saccharomyoes cerevlsiae BZ34 and DT revert to
arglnine and tryptophan independence respectively upon exposure
to genotoxic agents. Gamma irradiation was performed in a **Co
gamna cell with a dose rate ot 10 Gy Bin-*. Beta irradiation was
performed by suspending the cells in an appropriate
concentration of tritiated water (HTO) in the cell suspension. A
concentration of 37 MBq ml"1 corresponds to a dose of 84.6
mGy/hour. Adaptive response was studied by irradiating the cells
to 1 Gy of & radiation under growth condition followed by an
acute exposure to graded doses of gamma radiation. Interaction
between beta and gamma radiations was investigated under acute as
well as low dose rate irradiation conditions.

Results of the adaptive response studies are summarized
table 2.

in

Table 2 : Gene conversion frequency in Saccharomyces coreviaiae
BZ34 strains exposed to gamma radiation alone or to combination
of beta and gamma radiation

Treatment details Conversion frequency per 10* Cells
Observed* Expected

gamna dose 20 Gy (acute) 435 ± 45

gamma dose 40 Gy (acute) 778 + 60

gamma dose 60 Gy (acute) 362 ± 6 1

0-dose 1 Gy (18.5 MBq m l ' ) 82 ± 14

6 dose 1 Gy + dose 20 Gy 565 ± 63

13 dose 1 Gy + dose 40 Gy 1002 ± 127

0 dose 1 Gy + dose 60 Gy 1122 ± 124

517

860

1044

* Conversion frequency corresponds to the mean value derived from
seven experiments. Background frequency of 15-20 convertants per
million cells have been subtracted and the net values presented.
Errors represent the standard deviation ot the mean.
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Cells were exposed to 24 hours in the presence of 18.5 MBq
•I* 1 of HTO. Subsequently the cultures were harvested and the
cells washed repeatedly with sterile distilled water to remove
the traces of HTO. These cells were exposed to acute gaaaa
radiation dose of 20 Gy, 40 Gy and 60 Gy. Cultures grown in the
absence of HTO were also exposed to gaaaa radiation to serve as
positive controls. Results suggest a purely additive
interaction.

2.4. Influence of anoxia and respiratory deficiency on the
tfenotoxicltv of soae direct acting alkvlatinrf agents tn yeast.
V.V. Deorukhakar and M.S.S. Murthy

We have studied the influence of anoxia and respiratory
deficiency (RD) in yeast on the cytotoxic and recoabinogenic
effects of 5 direct-acting alkylatlng agents, naaely N-aethyl-N'-
nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), Methylnltrosourea (MNU),
ethyl nitrosourea (ENU), aethyl aethanesulphonate (MMS) and ethyl
methanesulphonate (EMS). We found that the effects of both
conditions parallel each other for MMS, MNNG, MNU and ENU. Both
anoxia and RD did not Modify the effects of MMS to any
significant extent. On the other hand, anoxic and respiratory-
deficient cells were found to be aore resistant than euoxlc and
respiratory-proficient cells respectively for MNNG, MNU and ENU.
In the case of EMS, which is siailar to MMS in its cheaical
reation with DNA, the respiratory-deficient cells were found to
be more sensitive than the respiratory-proficient ones. There
studies indicate that the response of anoxic and respiratory-
deficient cells cannot be predicted solely on the basis of the
chemical reactivity pattern cf the alkylating agents. The
physiological state which exists under these conditions aay exert
cosiderable influence on the cellular response.
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3. Theoretical Studies

3.1' Estimation of probability ot causation of cancer

D.P. Bhatia and H.S.S. Murthy

Cancer is a naturally occurring disease. Ionising radiation
is one of the many environmental agents that can cause different
types of cancer. Using the risk coefficients obtained from follow
up studies of Japanese aton bomb survivors and the background
level data of cancer incidence in Indian population, the
probability of causation of cancer in different sites as a
function of dose and sex of the person exposed was calculated.

3.2 Stochastic Models of dynamical systems

M A . Prasad D.P. Bhatia and D. Arora

Stochastic systems find extensive applications in diverse
fields in physics, chemistry and biology. We have developed soae
stochastic models which find applications in the spread of
epidemics, development of carcinogenesis and the study of finite
size critical systems. The other related field that we have
studied is the asymptotic behaviour of the first passage tine in
a random medium.

3.3 Calculation of the proxiaity function for electrons in water

Dayashankar and M.A. Prasad

Calculation of the proximity function for electrons in
water, that characterise the important details of energy transfer
along a charged particle track, has been carried out. The spatial
dose distributions in the medium as a function of the radial
distance have also been computed and represented by analytic
forms. A new semianalytical method was developed for computation
of the proximity function in an efficient Manner at high
energies.

3.4 Review of the calibration and estimation of radio-arrfon
emission from MAPS

P.S. Nagarajan and V.K. Sundaraa

Monte Carlo calculation ( using the MCNP code ) of the
spectral energy fluences of photons in a specified detector
volume (i) from a snail finite-sized standard radiography cobalt-
60 source considering all scattered photons from all incidental
scatterers including walls, ceiling, floor, source itself and
source and detector supports and structural materials, and (ii)
from radio-argon uniformly distributed in the duct in the power
station, when the detector is placed at a few specified locations
under the duct, have been done. Measurements of the detector
response, (viz. readings, proportional to the energy absorption)
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were also made (a) with a radiography source (of description same
as used in the calculation) of known activity, and (b) in the
specified locations under the duct with the unknown source
concentrations and known volume flow rate of the air ( containing
argon ) '.n the duct. Using the above an ab-initio estimation of
the calibration is possible, which can be compared with the
existing one. One set of calculations and measurements are
completed for one ion-chamber detector (600 cc). The same is
planned to be repeated with another a secondary standard ion-
chamber as a detector.
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4j_ Education and Training Prorfra—eg

D. Krishnan

During 1989-1991, a total of 90 training courses were
conducted in which 2210 candidates participated. Out of these
790 were the usual (licence) renewal cases. In the three one
year postgraduate Diploma in Radiological Physics courses in
1989-91, 47 students got their diplomas from the University of
Bombay. Other short term courses are summarised below:

(1) Training of industrial radiographers and site-in charges:-22
courses and 700 persons.

(2) Safety in nucleonic gauging and well logging : 8 courses
and 221 persons.

(3) Refresher COL se for industrial radiography : 4 courses and
116 persons.

(4) RSO course for industry and an IAEA sponsored course on
industrial applications. 2 courses and 38 persons.

(5) Safety in handling radioluminous paints and gasfilled
tritium light sources: 4 courses and 28 persons.

(6) Safety in research and handling radionuclides : 5 courses
and 115 persons.

(7) Safety in servicing, operating of radiotherapy equipment and
quality assurance: 4 courses and 89 persons.

In addition to these, the Division has participated in
selection of candidates, serving as examiners, lecturers and
practicals demonstrators for courses conducted by Tata Memorial
Centre and Radiation Medicine Centre; Panel, BRIT, Bombay; Anna
University, Madras; SINP, Calcutta, NDT society, Health Physics
Divison, 8ARC. Contribution to 3 exhibitions on radiation
safety were made during conferences.
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B. PERSONNEL MONITORING AND RESEARCH SECTION - <S.J. Supe)

1. Introduction

Personnel Monitoring and Research Section is responsible for
conducting Personnel Monitoring Service to about 40,000 radiation
workers all over the country covering both DAE and non-DAE
institutions. 20,000 radiation workers in 2100 institutions were
monitored with film badge and 20,780 radiation workers in 841
institutions were monitored with indigenously developed TLD
badge. The above monitoring work is being looked after by four
independent groups in the section. All personnel Monitoring TLD
badge readers have been made compatible with PC interface
facility and can be coupled directly to PC and in future all
personnel monitoring data including TLD reading will be stored
directly on a hard disc instead of manually entering in TLD-5
forms. In addition to above radiation workers receiving beta,
gamma and X-ray exposures, there are about 1276 additional
radiation workers in 52 institutions whose fast neutron exposures
are monitored on a quarterly basis. A CR-39 SSNTD system has been
introduced as a routine fast neutron personnel monitor for all
DAE persons. In addition 266 criticality Accident Dosimeter
Badges have been issued to various BARC and DAE Units. One
counting set-up for beta and two gamma spectrometers are kept in
readiness and are calibrated from time to time.

Dose records of all the radiation workers are centrally
maintained at DRP, BARC by the Dose Records Group of the Section
using a mini computer.

The section is carrying out R & D work in the field of
personnel and radiation dosimetry. Development of new and
sensitive phosphors for use in personnel radiation dosimetry as
well as for medical physics applications. Improvement in the TLD
card design amenable for faster readout are being tried. Heating
methods such as hot gas, CO2 laser beam are being tried for
faster readout.

During 1989-91 the Section participated (i) in the IAEA
Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Intercomparison for
Individual Monitoring, Phase-I and Phase-II using TLD and Film
Dosimeters, (ii) IAEA/RCA Intercomparison Programme for personnel
Dosimeters (held at JAERI, Japan) - Phase-! and Phase-II and
(iii) Intercomparison of personnel radiation monitoring services
in the Asia/Pacific Region held at Australian Radiation
Laboratory, Victoria, Australia.



2. Excessive Exposure Investigations (P.H. Pat.el)

The dose indicated/measured by the badges in excess of 10
mSv are treated as excessive exposures and therefore communicated
to respective institutions on a priority basis. For Radiation
institutions of BARC and DAE. internal committees of the
respective Plants, consisting of members from the Plant, Health
Physics Unit and a member from Personnel Monitoring and Research
Section, DRP, investigate the overexposure cases. The Plant
Superintendent sends the recommendations of the Committee to
Head, Health Physics Division for final decision regarding the
genuineness/non-genuineness of the exposure to the individual.
However, for dose equivalents exceeding the annual limit {35 mSv)
a senior committee constituted by SARCOP (Safety Review Committee
for Operating Plants), further investigates each such case. In
case of non-DAE units the excessive exposures are investigated by
a Committee appointed by Director, BARC to decide the genuineness
of the exposures and necessary follow-up actions. On the basis of
investigation reports received from the institutions and other
available data the committee recommends the necessary follow-up
action. An analysis of the overexposures reported to the non-DAE
and DAE units and those adjudged as non-genuine are shown in
Table-1.

Table-1. Analysis of the excessive exposures reported to non-DAE
and DAE institutions 1989-90 (badge dose of 10 mSv and above)

Year

1989

1990

1991

Cate-
gory

Ind
Med
Res
DAB

Ind
Med
Res
DAE

Ind
Med
Res
DAE

Dose
10.00-
19.99

83
61
1

46

60
45
2
41

44
48
3

158

(6)
(28)
(-)
<-)

(5)
(23)
(2)
(-)

(5)
(29)
(1)

range (mSv)
20.00-
29.99

21 (6)
11(10)
-
1

14 (5)
15(10)
1 (1)
1

4 (1)
15(15)
-
4 (1)

30.
49.

9
7
-
—

7
10
-
1

3
8
-
—

00-
99

(6)
(4)

(4)
(6)

(2)
(8)

50.00-
99.99

10 (9)
15(14)
1
5

6

(1)

(6)
16(16)
3
—

4
7
-
—

(2)

(3)
(7)

>100

13
10
1
1

10
18
-
1

2
6
-
—

(12)
(10)
(1>

(10)
(18)

(1)
(6)

Total

136
1C4

3
53

97
104
6
44

57
84
3

162

(39)
(66)
(2)

(30)
(73)
(5)

(12)
(65)
(1)

The figures within brackets indicate t'.ie cases adjudged as
non-genuine after investigation.

The persons whose badges recorded doses exceeding 100 mSv
and those suspected to have received high doses are called to
this Research Centre for medical examination and Chromosome
Aberration test. Table-2 gives data on number of C.A.tests
conducted in collaboration with Medical Division, B.A.R.C.



1989

1990

1991

5

3

2

10

11

7
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Table-2. Number of Persons Subjected to C.A.Test

Year Medical Industrial Research Total

1 16

14

9

3. Computer Dose Records and Statistics

R.R.Rher, S.R.Gupta, P.H.Pardasani and S.J.Supe

Preparation of dose reports and maintaining life time dose
records for all the radiation workers covered by countrywide P.M.
service are done using SN-23 computer system. Table 3 gives the
details of service data for three years 1989-91. Both fila
badges and Thermoluminescence dosemeter badges are being used for
the P.M. service purposes. All the radiation workers in DAE and
Research Institutions are covered by TLD badge service whereas
Medical and Industrial institutions category are covered
partially by film badges at present. In all TLD badge are used
by about 65% of total persons covered by the countrywide PM
service in India.

Table 3 - Countrywide Personnel Monitoring Service Data

Year DAE Industry Medical Research Total

Inst. Inst. Pers. Inst. Pers. Inst. Pers. Inst Pers. Inst. Pert.

1989 95 15565 517 6192 2189 16459 209 1842 3010 40058

1990 93 14759 525 6181 2256 17057 220 2048 3094 40045

1991 90 16569 515 5656 2238 16586 211 1852 3054 40663

Table 4 gives the average dose per person per year during 1989 to
1991 and also the fraction of total number of persons in each
categories who have received dose more than 20 mSv in a year. In
all only about 1% radiation workers received doses exceeding 20
mSv in a year during 1989-91. Analysis of doses received during
consecutive five years in the period 1980-1990 also indicated
that dose limits as recommended by ICRP-60 could be adopted in
due course in our country without much operational difficulty.
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Table 4 - Average dose in »Sv and fraction of persons, receiving dose >20
•Sv/year

Year

Ave.

1989
1990
1991

f>*«

3.14
2.71
3.02

DAE

Ave.

0.028
0.019
0.021

Industry

f > Z O

2.24
1.68
1.30

Ave.

0.019
0.012
0.010

Medical

t>,.

0.51
0.41
0.37

Ave.

0.001
0.001
0.001

Research

f , «

0.21
0.20
0.13

Av«.

0.0
0.0
0.0

Total

f»».

1.7f
1.44
1.57

Ave.

0.014
0.009
0.010

3 .1 Data a n a l y s i s for uHSCKAR report

R.K.Kher. S.(C.Gupta. J.M.Awari. O.P. Massand and S.J.Supe

Annual dose data analysis for Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Medical, Industrial and Research applications of radiation for
the period 1975 to 1990 was carried out and the saae was
submitted in required data sheet format to UNSCEAR for
inclusion in the next UNSCEAR report. Table 5 gives idea about
the collective dose and average dose for power reactors and soae
of the other categories of institution when radiation
application contributes significant collective dose.

Table 5 - Collective dose and average dose in power reactors isotope production and
soae of the Application of radiation

Institution Type

1989

Coll. Dose
(Man-Sv)

Power Reactors 36.656
Industrial Radiography 12.405
Teletherapy 4.143
Nuclear Medicine 0.718
Diag. X-ray 3.240
Nuclear Research 3.799
Isotope Production 0.554

3.2 Updating of

Ave.
(aSv)

4.61
3.22
0.96
0.99
0.31
1.02
0.88

1990

Coll. Dose
(Man-Sv)

26.979
9.116
3.594
0.511
2.558
3.097
0.698

personal data records

Ave.
(•Sv)

3.89
2.46
0.81
0.62
0.24
0.80
1.36

1991

Coll. Dose
(Man-Sv)

33.491
5.512
3.040
0.597
2.345
3.530
0.672

Ave.
(aSv)

4.29
1.93
0.70
0.70
0.23
0.94
1.25

•

V.D.Joshi, J.M.Awari, P.G.K.Nair and R.K.Kher

Personal data of radiation workers is an essential part of
life time dose records. Entry of data fron all the P.D. foras
received so far were completed. A copy of information available
in computer records is sent to respective institutions for
further updating and to the institution file in DRP for records.
Also institutions are required to send completed PD fora before
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any dose report is issued for new radiation workers. In all for
about 50% of active radiation workers from Non-DAB institutions,
complete P.D. is available presently. Among .the inactive
workers, for about 40% workers, at least date of birth record is
available.

3.3 Transmission of beta particles using Monte Carlo for quality
assurance of Teflon tape dosimeters

S.K.Gupta, R.K.Kher and S.J.Supe

A Monte Carlo code was developed for the calculation of
transmission of beta spectrum normally incident on various
thicknesses of tape dosimeters. Bach incident particle was
assumed to lose energy continuously and successive path length
determined in logarithmic step of 2" 1' 1*. The fluctuations of
individual energy loss in a step were disregarded. The net
angular deflection at the end of each segment was sampled using
multiple scattering distribution developed by Goudsmit and
Saunderson. Single elastic scattering cross section due to hott
with Moliere screening correction was used in the multiple
scattering distribution. The incident beta spectrum was taken
from the empirical fit available in the literature. The results
of our calculations for Tl-204 (£••« = 0.764) were compared
with the available results. Agreement was found to be
satisfactory.

3.4 Energy dependence of CaSO«:0y TL disc of different
thicknesses to beta radiation

S.K.Gupta, R.K.Kher and S.J.Supe

TL dosimetric disc of thickness 0.8 mm are being used in our
country for the personnel monitoring of radiation workers. The
dosimeters, however, show poor energy dependence to beta
radiations encountered in routine monitoring {< 1 HeV). The
dosimeter are thus being gradually replaced by thinner
dosimeters. We have carried out theoretical computation of the
energy response of different sizes to incident beta spectrua
commonly encountered in routine beta monitoring. The mo»ent
method as described in the earlier project has been used in the
calculation. The results have been compared with the experimental
results available with 0.8 mm thick dosimeters and the agreement
is found to be quit good. The calculations were repeated for
othei thicknesses for low energy beta spectrum (Tl-204, O."*64
MeV and Pm-147, 0.225 MeV).

4. Film Badge Service - (R.V. Dhond)

Film Badge Service is being provided to about 2100 medical
and industrial institutions from all over the country on a
monthly basis. About 20,000 films are processed by the group
every month.
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4.1 Suitability of Fuji fil» packs for personnel Monitoring in
our country with special reference to fading

R.V.Dhond, M.P.Sankaran, A.S.Pathak and G.S.Sharma

The Fuji film packs from Japan have three films inside each
film pack. The fading studies of these film packs have been
carried out for two sets of conditions, in the ambient climatic
conditions during monsoon and in the controlled condition of 22°C
and 90* relative humidity. In the first case a fading of less
than 15% in four weeks was observed. In the second case the
fading is found to be less than 10%-in 4 weeks. Sticking of the
films inside the film pack as observed in Agfa-Gevaert film pack
during monsoon season was not found in the Fuji film packs. The
additional film of medium sensitivity present inside Fuji fila
pack provides better overlap between low and high dose regions.
From dosimetric and fading considerations the Fuji film packs
have been found superior. However, the cost of film packs is 3 to
4 times that of Agfa Gevaert films which are being used at
present.

4.2 Exemjjt quantities of radioisotopes for individual Monitoring
of occupational radiation workers

M.P.Sankaran and R.V.Dhond

ICRP in the Publication No.35 has suggested values of upper
limits of activities of beta and gamma emitters below which no
individual monitoring is required routinely based on certain
assumptions. Based on a set of different assumptions like 120
mrem of gamma dose limit in an year, 600 mrem of beta dose limit
in a year, a working distance of 45 cm, 480 hours of working with
isotope in a year, beta rays attenuated by at least 2 mm of glass
equivalent and normal precautionary measures in vogue, upper
limits for exempt quantities of radioisotope have been calculated
for the radioisotopes normally used in medicine and research
field. The exempt quantities have been calculated on monthly and
yearly basis. These values of exempt quantities have been found
useful to decide whether to provide individual monitoring service
to an institution or not.

4.3 Estimation of effective surface dose equivalent (ESDE) for
radiation workers using lead rubber apron

R.V.Dhond and V.S.V.Iyer

The radiation workers in our country are advised from 1988
onwards to use a badge at chest level under the lead rubber apron
whenever the same is used. In special cases such as cardiac
catheterisation and angiography, when high doses to head region
are expected due to nature of the work, an additional badge is
recommended to be used on forehead to monitor eye lens doses
since amongst the organs which are not shielded by apron, eye
lenses are considered as organs at highest risk. - A formula is
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proposed to estimate Effective Surface Dose Equivalent (ESDE)
using doses recorded by the badges used under the apron and on
forehead. The formula is based on ICRP values of weightage
factors, and data on fraction of red bone marrow and bone which
is uncovered by apron. In case only one badge is used under the
apron, the formula implies that the badge dose should be
multiplied by a factor of 2.17 assuming that the doses are
attenuated by the apron by a factor of 10 in diagnostic X-ray
energy range.

4.4. IAEA intercomparison of personnel dosineters

R.V.Dhond, Smt.J.M.Mahajan, A.S.Pathak and P.H.Patel

Film badge dosemeters sent from our laboratory were exposed
by I.A.E.A. to various exposures of different energy photons. The
badges were exposed in free air as well as on I.A.E.A. cuboid
water phantom. After receiving back the exposed badges from
I.A.E.A. they were processed as per procedures routinely adopted
in our laboratory and estimation of photon energies, air kernta
(Ka), Hs(0.07) and Hp(10) were reported to I.A.E.A. In the cases
of energies normally encountered in routine personal monitoring
the variation in quotient Q(Ka) was observed within 12% except in
one case where it was 30%. This is attributed to improper
overlapping of dose response relationship in intermediate dose
range in the Agfa Gevaert film pack used by us. The variation in
quotients Q(Hs) and Q(Hp) was also found within 12% except in two
cases where very low energy X-rays were used. However, it was
found that the practice of reporting individual doses being
routinely followed by our laboratory can also be adopted for
measuring quantities in units proposed by ICRU for individual
monitoring.

4.5 IAEA intercomparison phase II programme

P.H.Patel, R.V.Dhond , Smt.J.M.Mahajan, M.P.Sankaran,
A.S.Pathak and Smt.D.Saralabai Amma

The objective of IAEA intercomparison phase II programme was
to gain practical experience in the use of PMHA slab phantom for
calibration of personal dosemeters, including the evaluation of
angular dependence. DRP film badges exposed by IAEA at different
laboratories to various doses of X and gamma radiations of
different energies and angles of incidences were returned to us
for evaluation of doses of radiation in terms of individual dose
equivalents, superficial Hs(0.07 mm) and penetrating HpdO mm),
their energies and angles of incidences. The evaluation was
carried out with the help of appropriate calibration of film
badges exposed in our laboratory on PMMA slab phantom and using
conversion coefficients supplied by IAEA.

Estimation of the energies and angles of incidences done by
us was in ^ood agreement with the actual values, used by IAEA
during exposures of the dosemeters. Except for low energy (20
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KeV) radiation, our dose estimations in terms' of new ICRO
operational quantities compared very well with the IAEA values.

4.6 Computerisation in personal monitoring service using P.C.

A.V.Dere and N.V.Raman

Computerisation using P.C.s has been implemented in
Personal Monitoring Service for efficient and effective
functioning

a. Monthly despatch and receipt data regarding approx. 20,000
films every month to 2400 institutions is computerised.
Monthly and annual reminders and Bills are sent using this
data file.

b. Address data file comprising of 5200 addresses is prepared.
A program is developed to print addresses on self-adhesive
labels on continuous stationery. This has replaced Bradma
System being used for the purpose. This facility is also
used for preparing Postal Journal used for despatching
packets to institutions by registered post.

c. About 60 different types of standard letters are being
printed using P.C.s.

d. A dBASE programme is developed to print despatch data of
films on self-sticking labels for quick despatch procedure.

e. A program is developed to search Personal number of a user
amongst the names of the users stored in P.C. This helps in
identifying the actual user speedily.

4.7 PC based semiautomatic filn badge reader

Hariom Mittal, A.S.Pathak and Smt.Saralabai Amma

A prototype model of the PC based film badge reader,
designed and developed locally, has been put for trial runs. The
system is expected to replace the existing manual system,
shortly. Further the system is expected to be us friendly, easy
to operate with improved efficiency and reliability thereby
reducing time, cost and manual errors involved. The instrument
makes use of the conventional densitometer for density
measurement whose output is transferred to PC through an
interface unit. Basic interface and its supporting software has
been developed using INTEL 8085 microprocessor. The processing of
the density data for creation of standard lookup tables,
evaluation of radiation doses for personal monitoring films is
done using high level language.
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4.8 Latent image fading in new type of Agfa Gevaert personal
mpnitpring_films

M.P.Sankaran, R.L.Pandey, R.R.Shukla and R.M.Worlikar

The experiments are in progress to study the latent image
fading in new type of Agfa-Gevaert personal monitoring films for
35°C and 90% relative humidity and ambient atmospheric
conditions. A humidity box containing saturated solution of KNOs
is used for simulating the former condition. For each condition,
12 sets of films, each consisting of 10 films, are being used.
Out of these sets, half the number of sets were exposed to 100
KVp X-rays from 0.10 to 100 mSv and the remaining sets were
exposed to Ra-226 gamma rays from 1 mSv to 840 mSv. The
experiment is in progress.

4.9 Study of thermoluminescent characteristics of Na«SO«:Dy and
Na» SO«;Gd

J.M.Mahajan and B.C.Bhatt

In collaboration with Applied Chemistry Division Na2SO«:Dy
thermoluminescent phosphor in different crystallographic
modifications of NazSOi was prepared and some of their TL
characteristics were studied. The TL sensitivity was found to be
0.3 times the sensitivity of CaSO«:Dy being used for personal
monitoring in DRP when the host sodium sulphate was in III-
orthorhombic form. The TL sensitivity was absent when the host
was in the I-hexagonal form. The annealing behaviour of the
phosphor was studied and suitable annealing procedure was arrived
at.

5 • TLP___JPersonneJL__ Monitoring (DAB Inst.) and TLD Badges
Production and Development - (B.C. Bhatt)

The group conducts TLD Personnel Monitoring service to all
DAE (BARC and Indian Rare Earths) Radiation Institutions using
indigenously developed TLD Badge system. Presently, about 6125
radiation workers in DAE covering 59 institutions are being
monitored for monthly and quarterly service. In case of
suspected high exposure, processing of TLD cards on urgent basis
is also done and doses received by the dosimeters are promptly
conveyed to the respective institutions. This helps in carrying
out quick corrective actions by the institution.

The group is also responsible for production of CaSO«:Dy
phosphor embedded teflon TLD discs, making of CaSO4:Dy Teflon
disc based TLD cards as well as for the procurement of all the
essential component of the Personnel Monitoring TLD badge. the
group is also responsible for providing various components of the
TLD badge to various TLD monitoring groups in the section.
During 1989-91, group has made 163287 CaSO<:Dy Teflon discs and
40408 TLD cards. Out of them 33672 TLD cards were issued to
various institutions during the same period.



5.1 Sensitivity check of CaSO«:PT powder and CaSCU ;DY Teflon
discs

S.S.Shinde, B.D.Phadke, S.Balachandran and B.C.Bhatt

As a measure of quality assurance check of TL dosimeters,
during 1989-91, TL sensitivity of 56 batches of CaSO<:Dy powder
(amounting to 33.6 kg), used for making CaSO*:Dy-Teflon TLD discs
was checked. As per TL sensitivity check criteria, only those
batches of CaSO*:Dy TLD powder which were having their TL
sensitivity within + 5% of the standard (reference) batch were
selected for the personnel monitoring use.

Additionally the TL sensitivity of each batch of CaSO«:Dy
Teflon TLD discs produced was checked against a standard
reference batch. Only those batches of CaSCU :Dy Teflon TLD discs
which were having- their TL sensitivity within + 8% of the
standard batch were selected. The maximum spread in TL
sensitivity within a batch (intra batch sensitivity) was kept
within ± 8% < lo).

Sensitivity for about 90,000 CaSCU :Dy Teflon TLD discs
received from M/s. Indoflon Polymers was done; 68651 discs were
selected for loading in the aluminium cards.

5.2 Technology transfer document for the Manufacture personnel
monitoring TLD badges

B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde, J.K.Srivastava, S.S.Supe and
U.Madhvanath

A detailed technical document for the manufacture of
CaSCU :Dy Teflon TLD discs, TLD cards and TLD Badges was prepared
for the transfer of this technology to M/s L & T Gould, Mysore,
M/s. Mediflow Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd., Bombay and M/s.
Electronic Corporation of India Limited, Hyderabad.

A general criteria for checking periodically the TL
sensitivity of Personnel Monitoring TLD cards, which are in
routine use, as well as for their replacement (when TL
sensitivity variations among the cards increases beyond the
specified limit) was prepared and sent to all TLD monitoring
laboratories. This criteria helps the monitoring laboratories to
keep check on the sensitivity as well as performance of the
cards.

5.3 Preparation of sensitive CaSO< TL phosphors with double
dopant s-Dy a rid Tm

B.C.Bhatt, J.K.Srivastava and S.S.Shinde

Batches of CaSO<:Dy co-doped with Tm were made in order to
increase their sensitivity as compared to individually doped
CaSO<:Dy and CaSO«:Tm phosphors which were having comparable TL



sensitivity. Batches of CaSO4:Dy,Tm thus prepared had about 14 %
higher TL sensitivity as compared to CaSCU :Dy or CaSO«:Tn.
Radiation induced sensitization, photo-transferee! TL ( PTTL ) and
intrinsic UV response are influenced in double doped phosphor
compared to the corresponding values in singly doped CaSCb :Dy
phosphor.

5.4 Role of copper codopinq in rare earth doped CaSO4 TL
phosphors

J.K.Srivastava, B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde and S.J.Supe

Codoping rare earth (RE) doped CaSO< phosphors with copper
is found to profoundly and favourably augment the TL
characteristics of these materials. The addition of copper very
effectively suppresses the high temperature peak/shoulder of both
CaSO<:Dy and CaSO<:Tm centering around 350°C, which otherwise
conspicuously builds up with dose. This makes the glow curve of
CaSO«:Dy,Cu and CaSOi:Tm,Cu slimmer and less dose dependent, and
the region of TL linearity of these samples extends
significantly, but with some loss in their TL sensitivity :
about 15 % for CaSCUrDy.Cu as against 50% for CaSO<:Tm,Cu.

The addition of copper significantly enhances the intrinsic
UV sensitivity of CaSO<:Dy, while only marginal increase is noted
for CaSO4:Tm. The respective factors of increase in UV
sensitivity of CaSO*:Dy,Cu and CaS0<:Tm,Cu are 40 and 1.2.

5.5 Effect of iwonovalent charge compensator (Na* ) in CaSO«:RB**
phosphor

S.S.Shinde and B.C.Bhatt

The addition of Na' as a charge compensator ion in CaSO<:Tm
and CaSO*:Sm reduces the dosimetric peak (230°C) but enhances the
low temperature peak (130°C) similar to that observed earlier by
us in CaSO<:Dy, although the quantitative factors were somewhat
different. Doping of CaSCM :Tm and CaSO4:Sm with Na* gives a
reduction in the dosimetric peak by a factor of 2.12 and 6.08
respectively. However, the addition of Na* in CaSO«:Eu reduces
the low temperature peak as well. The low temperature peak is
the only prominent peak in CaSO4:Eu. This indicates that the
mechanism of charge compensation in CaSO* :Eu could be somewhat
different from that in CaSO4:Dy, CaSO4:Tm and CaSO*:Sm.

5.6 Personnel radiation monitoring with thermoluminesccMt
dosimeters: Requirements for accreditation of a laboratory

B.C.Bhatt, J.K.Srivastava, S.J.Supe and U.Madhvanath

In order to disseminate the technical competence for
conducting personnel dosimetry service as well as to decentralize
personnel monitoring service, it has been proposed by DRP to
accredit some of the laboratories, in the country, for conducting
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personnel monitoring service to radiation workers in different
regions, based on their technical qualifications, requisite
facilities and competence for conducting specific test methods in
the field of Personnel Dosimetry. The purpose of this
accreditation is (i) to give recognition to competent processors
and (ii) to provide periodic evaluation of dosimetry processors,
including review of internal quality assurance programme to
improve the quality of personnel dosimetry processing. A similar
laboratory accreditation (and quality assurance) programme for
personnel dosimeters is in practice in USA since 1986. In the
accreditation proposal it is intended to keep the level of
accuracy and reliability, in the method of monitoring, at par
with the international standards. An accreditation Programme
booklet has been prepared which describes operational and
t chnical requirements.

5.7 A Comparative study of TL characteristics of BaSO«:Bu and
CaSO4:Dy teflon discs

B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde, S.S.Sanaye, B.D.Phadke and S.J.Supe

TL characteristics of BaSCu:Eu in the form of
Polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) sheet (0.4 mm thick) received
from M/s. Nemoto and Co. Ltd., Japan was studied. The TL
sensitivity of BaSCU :Eu discs was found to be 11 times that of
CaSCU :Dy teflon discs, with its glow peak at about 230°C nearly
same as that for CaSO«:Dy teflon disc. Photon energy
dependence factor of BaS0«:Eu teflon discs at 46 keV compared to
that at Co-60 gamma energy is 45 as against 10 for CaSO«:Dy
discs. The dose vs. TL response for gamma radiation was found
to be linear in the dose range, 1.0 mGy to 3.0 Gy. The
intrinsic UV (253.7nm) response of these BaSO<:Eu Teflon
discs was nearly 3400 times that of CaSO«:Dy teflon discs. TL
fading of the exposed discs due to direct exposure to room
light (at an intensity of 300 lux) for 8 hours was 14% as
compared to 5% for CaSO<:Dy Teflon discs.Because of its high TL
sensitivity (nearly 44 times higher than CaSCU :Dy) at low X-
ray energies it can find potential application as an X-ray
storage phosphor in the field of X-ray imaging. Efforts are
underway to develop this phosphor in our laboratory.

5.8 A review of TL phenomena in CaSO«;RB system and its impact
in radiation dosimetry

B.C.Bhatt

The model on TL process in CaSO<:RE system proposed first by
Dr.Nambi has been further extended in order to explain many new
experimental results in CaSO4:RE system. Some of these pertinent
studies are : alkaline earth sulphates along with CaS0< doped
with Sin, Eu show in their TL emission spectra RE*3 as well as
RE*2 characteristic electronic transition lines, temperature
dependent fluorescent studies in CaSO«:Eu and CaS0«:Ce phosphors,
effect of co-dopants as sensitizers of luminescence (e.g..
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CaSO«:Dy,X wherfi X is an undisclosed co-activator).effect of
monovalent cations as charge compensators on the TL of
CaSO«:RE'3 system, activator concentration dependent
supralinearity, sensitization, UV and LET effects in CaSO<:Dy and
CaSO<:Tm phosphors, radiation damage studies in CaSO«:RE system,
role of charge transfer (CT) state in the intrinsic UV response
of some CaSO«:RE phosphors, etc. Some of these pertinent studies
in CaSO*:RE system and in some other alkaline earth sulphates
including the results of many studies in CaSO<:RE system
conducted in our laboratory have been critically reviewed with a
view to find their applications in various radiation dosimetric
applications.

5•9 Cpngjarative dosimetric studies of three LiF TL phosphors

B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde and R.C.Bhatt

A comparative dosimetric study has been done on three low Z
TL phosphors: LiF TLD-100,LiF(Mg,Cu) and LiF(Mg,Cu,p). The main
TL (dosimetric) peak occurs at almost the same
temperature("205°C) in all these phosphors. The relative TL
sensitivities(peak height method) to M C o gamma rays of the LiF
TLD-100, LiF(Mg,Cu) and LiF (Mg:, Cu, P) were found to be 1,3.3 and
25.4 respectively minimum measurable gamma ray doses were
estimated to be 51,34 and 4.6mGy. The effect of different thermal
treatments on the TL sensitivity was also studied. It is
concluded that under controlled readout and anneal cycles
LiF:Mg,Cu and LiF:Mg,Cu,P can be used for many cycles.

5.10 Simultaneous determination^ pf_ dose and elapsed time after
radiation_exposure using CaSCU :Na, Dy

A.R.Lakshmanan, B.C.Bhatt and R.C.Bhatt

The area ratio (R) of low (25-180° C) and high(180-300°C)
temperature glow peaks in CaSOi:Na,Dy has been used to estimate
the elapsed time(t) after an acute exposure to gamma rays. The
magnitude of radiation exposure could be obtained from the high
temperature TL peak with a maximum uncertainty of -20 %. Apart
from t, the value of R is influenced by storage temperature,
radiation exposure and its LET. The t value can be estimated with
a maximum error of ± 100 % if the temperature and the type of
radiation are unknown.

5.11 Laser heating experiments_ with thin CaSO« substrate
dosimeters

J.K.Srivastava, B.C.Bhatt and S.S.Shinde

Direct excitation of optical phonons by highly coherent beam
of CW CO2 laser could generate very large heating rates (>10«
Ks- l), not achievable by contact, hot gas or any other heating
methods. With this aim development efforts For this purpose a
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variety of experimental TLD cards made of thin layers of CaSOi :Dy
deposited on polyimide and aluminium substrates have been
developed. Relative performance of these substrate cards vis-a-
vis conventional CaSO* - teflon discs {0.8, 0.4 and 0.2 mm) based
cards was evaluated using laser stimulated heating. It was
found that the laser stimulated TL read-out of thin CaSCU :Dy
substrate (polyimide/ aluminium base) dosimeters could be
achieved within 6 to 10 sec depending on its type as against 30
to 60 sec of CaSCu teflon discs. These encouraging results would
serve as a feedback to improve and evolve the design of suitable
substrate dosimeter and technique of laser heating.

5.12 The thermolumincscence characterisation of LiiB«O7 doped
with copper

J.K.Srivastava and S.J.Supe

Li2B4Cb:Cu, a tissue equivalent and high TL sensitivity
material (about 10 times of LiF:Mg,Ti - TLB-100), exhibits
"unique' feature of perfect TL linearity with dose, a rare
characteristic among common TLD materials. To understand the
mechanism of this unique TL feature, its thermoluminescence was
investigated for its trap level characterisation. The analysis
shows that TL processes in Li2B*O7:Cu involve a large number of
trap groups in the range of 0.9 to 1.73 eV distributed in 80
355°C glow temperature region. The main glow peak at 220"C has
been linked to the presence of predominantly deep trapping levels
in the region of 1.65 ± 0.08 eV, a very unusual feature. These
TL characterisation data, in terms of competing trap distribution
model proposed by us satisfactorily- explain the unique TL
behaviour of this material

5.13 Mechanism of linear and nonlinear therwoluiainescence effects
and trap level characterisation of common TL materials

J.K.Srivastava

Inspite of several explanations, the basic physics of TL
processes, as to why some materials show linear TL effects ( a
rare feature) while others show nonlinear TL effects, remains
least understood. To understand such complexities, a generalised
TL theory based on augmented nonradiative transition concepts,
referred to as Competing trap distribution model has been
proposed. In brief, the model attributes preferential
nonradiative transition to deeper traps (columbine type). For
this purpose results of extensive TL characterisation data on
trap levels obtained by us for a variety of TL materials like
CaSO*:Dy, CaF2:Dy, LiF:Mg,Ti, LiF:Mg,Cu,P, LizB«O?:Mn, LizB<OT,
etc., have been examined in terms of this generalized TL theory.
The model in terms of the TL characteristic data quite elegant1y
explains linear and nonlinear TL effects, radiation damage of TL,
dynamic changes in glow curves of various TL materials for
different LET and absorbed dose conditions.
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5.14•Reversible and irreversible effects of gamma and alpha
radiation damage on thermoluminescence of CaSCh :Dy

J.K.Srivastava, S.J.Supe and R.C.Bhatt

The residual effects of gamma and alpha radiation damage on
thermoluminescence of CaSO«:Dy have been investigated. The gamma
strained samples when annealed at 400°C (for 0.5 hr.) show
large variations in glow curve shape accompanied by a doubling in
TL sensitivity. For alpha strained samples the TL sensitivity
increases only by a factor of about 1.15. These variations
diminish with increasing annealing temperature and disappear
completely for all the alpha doses when annealed at temperatures
exceeding 500°C. For gamma strained samples the reversibility of
these variations is limited to dose levels upto 102 Gy even when
the temperature of annealing exceeds 650°C. The reversible
effects are attributed to radiation induced TL sensitization.
For gamma doses above 102 Gy, the residual effects become partly
irreversible. This is attributed to radiation damage which
effects thermoluminescence preferentially via deeper traps. The
mechanism of reversible and irreversible effects of radiation
damage has been explained in terms of competing trap distribution
model proposed by us earlier.

5.15 TAEA/RCA intercomparison of personnel TL dosimeters

B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Sanaye and B.D.Phadke

In this intercomparison for personnel dosimeters (held at
JAERI, Japan during May, 1990) 14 participants from 13 member
states sent their personnel dosimeters (film and TLD). These
dosimeters were exposed by the host laboratory (JAERI, Japan) in
the photon energy range 32 to 1250 keV while the radiation
exposures ranged from 58 to 2500 mR. Our results for the
intercomparison were quite satisfactory. The quotients (ratio of
dose assessed by the participant to conventional true dose) for
the six set of dosimeters varied from 0.78 to 1.20.

As a part of phase 2 of IAEA/RCA Intercomparison of
Personnel dosimeters, comparison of the radiation field reference
value for the irradiation sources (Cs-137) was done between
irradiation facility at JAERI, Japan and other RCA participants'
irradiation facility. For this each laboratory received from
JAERI, Japan six RPL glass dosemeters (Toshiba, Japan make): 3
for reference value irradiation at each participants irradiation
facility and the other three served as transit controls. JAERZ
reported the estimated ' value for each set of irradiated
dosemeters. Similarly, each laboratory sent six TL personnel
dosimeters to JAERI. The estimated value for exposures done at
RSS, BARC for glass dosemeters and that for TL dosemeters (BARC
make) exposed at JAERI, Japan was within ± 4%.
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5.16 Relative efficiencies of TL peaks in LiFiMg.Ti. LiF:Hg,Cu,P
for alpha and beta radiations

R.C.Bhatt, B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde and K.S.V.Mambi

The relative efficiencies for 2 4 1Am a with respect to " S r -
90y p- radiations (n) for the dosimetric peak ( ~200°C) in
LiF:Mg,Ti, LiF:Mg,Cu and LiF:Mg, Cu, P were estimated using fine
grain (1-8 pm) technique and found to be 0.273, 0.097 and 0.089
respectively. The respective efficiencies for the 255°C peak in
the phosphors were found to be 3.10, 0.74'and 0.23. A value of n
> 1 for any peak in any material is being reported for the first
time in the present work.

The drastic difference in the n values of LiF:Mg phosphors
codoped with Ti or Cu is thought to be closely associated with
the differing photon energy dependence exhibited by them. The
energy dependence factor in the photon energy region 60-100 keV
(relative to 1.25 MeV photons) is about 1.12 for LiF:Mg, Ti and
0.78 for LiF:Mg,Cu. The n values for thermal neutrons (nth) were
also measured for these phosphors employing grain size range 74-
210 pm (usually used in dosimetry). Here again, the Cu doped
phosphors exhibited lesser sensitivity compared to the Ti doped
ones (by a factor of about 2.8 for the 200°C peak).

5.17 Activator concentration dependent radiation induced
sensitisation and ultraviolet effects in CaSCh :Dy and CaSO«:T»
phosphors

B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde and R.C.Bhatt

The radiation induced sensitization factors (S/So) for the
dosimetric peak at 0.05 mol * in CaSO«:Tm and CaSO«:Dy were 3.00
and 2.33 respectively. The S/So values decrease slowly with
increasing activator concentration but yield extended linearity
and lesser supralinearity in both the phosphors. In contrast to
CaS0<:Dy samples, CaSCU :Tm samples show concentration dependent
intrinsic UV sensi'tivity for the dosimetric peak similar to that
shown by the gamma dosed samples. The intrinsic UV sensitivities
of C a SO* : Tin (0.05 mol %) and CaSO< :Dy (0.05 mol %) were in the
ratio of 63 : 1. The maximum increase in UV sensitivity as a
function of concentration in CaSO«:Tm and CaSO<:Dy was
respectively 27.9 and 2.33 times the UV sensitivity in undoped
sample. Thus, it is speculated that the intrinsic UV sensitivity
of CaSO4:Dy samples could be due to the trace amount of Tm in
these samples.

5.18 Relative efficiencies Of TL peaks In CaFt:TM. CaFt:Dy and
CaSO«:Tm TL phosphors for alpha and beta radiations

B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde, R.C.Bhatt and K.S.V.Nambi

The relative TL efficiencies (n) for alpha (Am-241) with
respect to beta (Sr-90) radiations with fine grains in the range
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1-8 um were determined for CaF2:Tm (TLD-300), CaFz:Dy (TLD-200)
and CaSO«:Tm.

The relative efficiencies (n) for a with respect to &-
radiations for the 145 and 245°C TL peaks for CaFz:Tm were
estimated to be 0.33 and 0.78 respectively. Although the TL peak
structure is nearly the same for beta and alpha radiations, the
ratio of 245 to 145°C TL peak heights was higher for p-
irradiation (1.88) as compared to that for beta radiation (0.80).
the n values for the dosimetry peak for CaF2:Dy (198°C), CaSO4:Tm
(220°C) and CaSO<:Dy (220°C) were estimated to be 0.41,0.26 and
0.275, respectively. Thus out of all the high Z sensitive TL
phosphors, CaF«:Tm (TLD-300) shows the highest n value for the
dosintetry peak. In addition, the ratio of 245 to 145°C TL peak
heights is dependent on LET of radiations. The higher n value of
245°C TL peak in CaF2:Tm tends to prove the earlier speculation
that the TL trap corresponding to this peak traps more than one
charge carrier.

6. TLD Personnel Monitoring (Medical and Research Institutions!

J.S.Nagpal

Under the countrywide personnel monitoring programme of this
Division, personnel monitoring service using TI,D badge is
rendered to about 7000 radiation workers working in various
industrial, medical & research institutions on monthly, two
monthly 4 quarterly basis respectively. For radiation workers
working in Andhra Pradesh, Calcutta and Defence laboratories,
service is provided from Hyderabad(NFC), Calcutta(VECC) &
Delhi(INMAS) TLD monitoring laboratories, whereas for all the
research workers handling radiation sources in India, alongwith
medical & industrial workers in Bombay are covered from BARC,
Trombay, Bombay.

A new stainless steel TL card based on 0.4 mm thick tape
element was introduced in routine personnel monitoring service
from November 1990. At present 1500 such TLD cards are in field
use and have already undergone 10 cycles of reuse without any
change in their sensitivity. The new card takes 30 seconds to
take out TL per readout compared to 60 seconds taken by the card
based on 0.8 mm thick disc. As per earlier lab. studies this card
had been found suitable for 100 cycle of reuse without any loss
in its sensitivity.

6.1 Chlorine-36 based check light source for TLD readers

J.S.Nagpal, Geetha Varadhrajan, T.V.Venkateswaran and
J.Udhayakumar

To check the performance of light detection system of a TLD
reader, a check light source is one of the standard devices.
Check light sources based on Chlorine-36 (beta emitter, E B. X «
0.71 MeV, T* = 3xlO3 Y) and plastic scintillator have been



indigenously prepared and studied for their performance. Short
term reproducibility of the source is better than ±3% at any
ambient temperature i25°C-55°C). Long term stability (over a
period of 1 Y) has been observed to be within ±5%. It has been
possible to distinguish differences as low as 2-3% in the
detection system. The sources are, at present. in use at 8
personnel monitoring stations in the country.

6.2 Accident dosimetry with commonly available Materials

J.S.Nagpal, K.L.Popli, Geetha Varadhrajan and T.V.
Venkateswaran

One of the commercially available variety of watch jewels
exhibits significant TL response. making it possible for its use
in accident dosimetry of gamma radiation over the range 0.2 - 10
Gy. Integrated TL output of each jewel is linear. The glow peaks
occur at about 190°C, 240°C and 300°C (at 20'C/sec). The TL
emission peaks around yellow spectral region and reproducibility
of Tti for individual samples is better than ±20%. Of the 30
samples investigated, around 95% showed excellent TL sensitivity.

A common white stone and Bathroom tile (glazed layer) showed
appreciable TL response on gamma irradiation. The annealed
powders, on irradiation at RT. exhibit low temperature peaks
(120°C-140°C) in addition to high temperature peaks 210°C-240°C
and 380°C-390°C. After a lapse of 2-3 days, the 120°C-140°C peaks
fade away. Using the peak height ratios, it is possible to
estimate the time elapsed since the accident, upto a maximum of
48 hr, in case of pure gamma or neutron exposures. TL response of
tile's enamel is linear over 1-102 Gy, whereas for white stone,
it is supralinear (slope 1.28 on log-log plot). Emission spectra
peak around 480 nm and 570 nm for tiles (at 150°C) and at 585 nra
for white stone (at 200°C). Reproducibility for tile enamel is
+20% and ±4% for white stone.

6.3 TL personnel monitoring - performance standards and quality
assurance

J.S.Nagpal, Geetha Varadharajan and T.V.Venkateswaran

Performance Standards of ICRU, ANSI. CEC and IEC for TL
personnel monitoring have been intercompared. IEC standard has
recommended the maximum relative errors from individual
parameters of the TL dosemeter and the reader. Overall relative
< n o r of 0.52 in the dose estimation from our TL monitoring
r-ystem calculated on the basis of IEC standard agrees fairly well
wiuh tolerance level (L) of 0.50 of ANSI standard. Quality
Assunnce Check of indigenous TL monitoring system is conducted
at regular intervals to maintain a uniform standard of accuracy
and reproducibility. Experience shows that the performance of 8
monitoring stations has been well within the ANSI standard.
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6.4 Thermoluwinescent CaSO«:Dy-teflon skived tape dose»eter» -
quality assurance characteristics and applications

J.S.Nagpal, K.L.Popli, R.K.Rher and Geetha Varadharajan

CaSO<:Dy-Teflon TL dosemeters have been manufactured locally
in a 0.4 mm thick (= 80 mg/cm2) continuous tape length form.
Fourteen batches of the tape (20 m each) have been examined for
physical thickness, density, spectral transmission, diffuse
optical density, beta transmission and TL output per unit area
for evolving a procedure for quality assurance of the TLD element
for large scale production. With the exception of two batches,
the Tli output per unit area of the tape, for various batches,
lies within 0.93-1.07 of that for a standard batch. The tape
element has a gamma sensitivity of 0.45 when normalised to 1.00
for 0.92 mm thick (196 mg/cm2) compressed disc currently in use.
Ratio of beta to gamma response is 0.8G as compared to 0.50 for
the compressed disc.

One batch of antibuckling TLD cards (400 no.s) containing
the tape elements has been in field use for an year for beta-
gamma monitoring. The cards have given reliable results with no
buckling or deterioration in the components. Earlier laboratory
studies have shown that the TL card characteristics remain
unchanged even upto 100 exposure-read-anneal cycles. The gamma
response is linear upto 10 Gy (1000 rads).

For special applications, dosemeters in thicknesses of 0.20
& 0.12 mm (40,24 mg/cm2) also have been fabricated and
characteristics examined. With the cards containing 0.4 mm thick
tape elements, the reading time per card is 2.E min as compared
to 4 min for the old card containing 0.8 mm thick dosemeters.

6.5 Performance of DRP TLD badge system in IAEA intercoMparison
for _individual monitoring

R.K.Kher, K.L.Popli and P.H.Patel

27 different dosemeter systems from 21 laboratories in 19
countries participated in coordinated Research programme (CRP) of
IAFA. 33 TL badges based on CaSO«:Dy PTFE discs submitted for
performance test were irradiated by IAEA to different photon
energies and exposure levels in free air and on IAEA water
phantom. Apart from the estimation of the photon energies, air
kerma, Hs (0.07) and HP(10) the Agency also advised to report the
doses in units and quantities reported normally to the users. The
energy of the incident radiation reported by the laboratory
matched well with the IAEA values. The mean values of the
Quotients i.e. Q(Ka), Q(HS) & Q(HP) (dose ascribed by
participant/dose to which the dosemeter was exposed) were 0.99,
0.96 & 0.99 with corresponding coefficient of variation 25*, 19*
& 28% respectively and was found to be satisfactory as compared
to the other international systems.
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6.6 Estimation of effective dose equivalent using individual
doaemeters.

A.R.Lakshmanan, R.K.Kher and S.J.Supe

Hp(10) underestimates the limiting quantity. HE.especially
for low energy photons{ E<100keV) originating from the posterior
side of the human body (PA direction) as the monitoring device is
always worn on the front of the body.The present TLD badge based
on CaSCU :Dy has been modified by providing one extra Cu filter
( 1 mm thick)on the frontal side only at open window position
(Da) & 0.5 mm Cu on the 2 lateral sides of first disc Di and disc
Da position to estimate Hp(10) for AP, LAT and PA exposures. It
has been seen that Dt provides a conservative estimate of HE for
AP and LAT irradiation, whereas, it underestimates in case of PA
irradiation and the underestimation increases with decrease in
energy. During PA irradiation for energies £ 105 keV, the ratio
of D2& Da lies in 0.9 - 1.5 and both exceed Di by a factor of 3.
Thus, Dz s D3 >> Di indicates PA irradiation to low enegy photons
and 5 x Da gives the conservative estimate of HE (PA) for these
energies. However, for high energy PA irradiation Di = D2 = D3
similar to that of AP and LAT. Hence, the exact irradiation
geometry cannot be defined, therefore, the use of two TLD badges
one at the back and the other at the front is suggested. HE for
AP, PA & LAT irradiation can bn estimated by using (Di(AP) +
Di (PA))/1.5 for these energies.

6.7 Response characteristics of CaSO«:Dy TL badge to diagnostic
x-rays and dose evaluation procedure

A.R.Lakshntanan, A.K.Gopalakrishnan and R.K.Kher

The TLD badge based on CaSO4:Dy (0.8 mm thick compressed
disc) currently in use for monitoring the radiation workers in
medical institutions has been studied for estimation of radiation
dose when (1) worn below lead apron, (2) worn without/over lead
apron for various angles of incidence of photons. The dose
estimation was found to be within 20* for X-rays between 60 kVp
to 120 kVP for 20° to 90° angle of incidence by using formula (Dj
+ D3)/20, however, for 0° incidence it underestimates by a factor
of 2.5 to 4. Alternatively, Di gives within 34% for 20° to 90°
incidence, but for 0° it also underestimates by a factor of less
than 2. When badge is worn on lead apron, which can be found by
the ratio D2/Di < 4, the dose can be estimated by using the
formula (D2 + D3)/10 (within ±25% or Di x C.F. (within ± 10%) for
angles of incidence 30°-90°. For 0° incidence, the formula (Dt +
D3)/10 underestimates the dose by 65%. Hence, the TLD badge
currently in use satisfies in general CEC, ANSI and ISO standards
for personal dosemeters.
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f>. 8 Reusability of TL dosemeters for personnel Monitoring

R.K.Kher, K.L.Popli and S.J.Supe

The Phosphor embedded PTFB dosemeters have been found
difficult to reuse for more than 20 cycles of use ( a « 15% )
mainly, because of poor contact with the heater strip due to
curling of the dosemeters. The same discs after use, when cleaned
and washed with KOH and CHaCOOH and heat treated to 400° C- 1 hr
shows better characteristics and strength to withstand the
heating temperature of 280° C and can be used for more number of
cycles. After another 15 cycles of reuse these treated dosemeters
show no change in their standard deviation (o within ±10%) has
been observed.

6.9 Dependence of readout duration of CaSCU ;Dy teflon
thermoluminescent discs on thermal capacity of the heater

A.R.Lakshmanan and R.K.Kher

Thermal capacity of the heater used in contact heating
systems of TL readers plays very important part in the tine
required to elicit complete TL. Thus by using a block heater of
dimensions 11 x 11 x 20 mm3 in place of the regular dimensions 28
x 17 x 0.25 mm3 and maintaining the temperature at 300°C reduces
the readout duration of 13.3 mm diameter PTFE dosemeters,
presently in use for countrywide personnel monitoring, from 60
seconds to 15 seconds.

6.10 Application, of AI2O3-PTFE TL dosemeters for background
radiation monitoring

R.K.Kher, K.L.Popli and S.K.Mehta

Indigenously made AI2O3-PTFE discs have been used for
background radiation measurements at 20 different locations in
BARC over 4 cycles of 3 months each. AI2O3 phosphor has high
sensitivity, linear response with dose and satisfactory energy
response which meets ANSI specifications for environmental
dosemeters (response to 60 keV not more than 2 times that of Cs-
137), also its 180°C glow peak (thermal decay less than 1.8% per
month at 30°C) used for dosimetry has very low thermal noise and
hence, makes it ideally suited for such measurements. The
radiation doses estimated were in the range 0.04 - 4.0 mGy per
quarter for these locations.

6.11 Photon energy dependence of CaSO«;Dy TLD under different
metal filters in terms of the new ICRU quantities

A.R.Lakshmanan, K.L.Popli and R.K.Kher

The photon energy characteristics of the present TLD badge
based on CaSO<:Dy being used for countrywide personnel monitoring
have been studied with the aim of measuring ICRU individual dose



equivalent quantities, Hr(10) and M, (0.07) for photons of
energy 0.029-1.25 MeV and it has been observed that the badge
over estimates the ICRU quantities by a few percent beyond the
recommend limits. These values either ran be correctsd by
applying correction factors depending on the energy of the
incident radiation (0.65-1.32 for H.(0.07) and 0.69-0.98 for
H» CO)) or alternatively by modifying the filters so as to
evaluate the ICRU quantities directly. The present badge has been
modified by changing the thickness of the Cu filter on badge from
1.00 mm to 1.8 mm on the front side to give H,(10) for these
energies +30% thereby, satisfying the ISO/IEC standards on
personal dosemeters.

6.12 Estimation of ambient dose equivalent from environmental
radiation using CaSO«:Py thertoluminescent dosemeter

A.R.Lakshmanan, K.L.Popli and R.K.Kher

ICRU has introduced the concept of Ambient Dose Equivalent,
H* (d) for strongly penetrating radiation with the recommended
value of d-10 mm (H*(10)). The TLD badge currently used in BARC
has been modified by providing 0.5mm thick Cu strip on both
sides and also by replacing 1.00 mm Cu filter by 1.8 mm Cu on the
front side of the badge. The H*(10) response could be obtained
with in ±15% by using formula X=Dj + 0.07D2 where X is the
Ambient Dose Equivalent, in the energy range 30 keV-1250 keV.
It also satisfies the conditions of ISO/IEC draft standards which
stipulates that when environmental dosemeters are irradiated with
Co-60 or Cs-137 while being rotated around three perpendicular
axis using the centre of the dosemeter as the centre of rotation,
the response shall not vary by more than 15% and in this case it
was found to be within ±8%. Hence with the modified badge H*(10)
can be estimated, well within the tolerance limits stipulated by
ISO/IEC standards for environmental dosemeters.

7. Fast Neutron Monitoring Service - (O.P. Massand)

The group conducts countrywide fast neutron personnel
monitoring service using Kodak NTA nuclear emulsion and CR-3S
SSNTD. Presently about 1276 persons working in DAE, industrial
and research institutions are being monitored on quarterly
basis. Following table gives the details of the service for the
last three years.

TABLE 6 - Details of the Fast Neutron Personnel Monitoring
Service (1989-91)

Year No.of Institutions No. of Personnel monitored
— — — — - - • — — — — — — — — — — - • — — — — — — — — — — — — — — . — — — - — — — — — — — -— — — — _ _ _ _ „ _ „ — _» — — — — — — — — — — _ — —

1989 51 1239
1990 52 1247
1991 56 1276
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7.1 Physical verification of *»* Pu-Be neutron sources

23«pu_Be neutron sources made by BARC have been loaned out
to various institutions all over the country. These sources have
strengths of 13 mCi to 5 Ci. Presently 29 such sources are in use
at 21 institutions in the country. Physical verification for
these sources is carried out every year by the group.

7.2 Development of neutron personnel monitoring systei based on
CR-39 solid state nuclear track detector (SSNTD)

O.P.Massand, H.K.Kundu, M.P.Dhairyawan and P.K..Marathe

CR-39 SSNTD which is a proton sensitive polymer offers a lot
of promise due to its high sensitivity and lower energy threshold
of 100 keV for neutron detection. We have developed a system in
our laboratory based on the elevated temperature electrochemical
etching of this detector. It offers almost a flat response from
100 keV to 5 MeV.lt is suitable for personnel working in reactor
environments and fuel reprocessing facilities. It is also
insensitive to beta gamma radiations and there is no post-
irradiation fading of damage tracks.

Since January, 1990, about 80 persons from BARC were being
monitored using CR-39 SSNTD system as neutron monitor.It is now
extended to cover all DAE units since July, 1991 and presently a
»:otal of 456 persons are monitored using CR-39 SSNTf

7 . 3 Criticality accident dosiinetry (CAD}

H.K.Kundu, N.P.S.Sidhu and O.P.Massand

For measurements from CAD badges, ons counting set up for
beta and two gamma spectrometers are kept in readiness and
calibrated from time to time. A total of 266 CAD badges have been
issued to various BARC and DAE Units as shown in the table.

TABLE 7 - Number of criticality badges issued as on 31.12.1991

Institutions No. of badges

Radiometallurgy Division,BARC 97
PURNIMA.BARC 12
Plutonium Plant,BARC 60
PREFRE, TARAPUR 47
MAPS, KALPAKKAM 30
F.B.T.R.,IGCAR 20

7.4 Personnel monitoring at power reactors

For prompt and urgent evaluation of doses received by power
reactor personnel,the Division has set up TLD Personnel
Monitoring Units at TAPS,MAPS, RAPS and NAPS. A new TLD unit is
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planned for Kakrapar Atomic Power Project (KAPP) during 1992.
Following table gives the details of personnel monitoring at
power reactors for the last three years.

TABLE 8 - Personnel

Institution

Monitoring by

No.

1989

TLD

of

Units at

Personnel

1990

Power Reactors

Monitored

1991

l.RAPS,Kota

2.NAPS,Narora

3.MAPS,Kalpakkam
IGCAR,Knlpakkam

2241

2026

1877
605

22284.TAPS,Tarapur
PREFRE.Tarapur
A3F,WIP,TWMF,Tarapur ~

2346

2380

1646
740

1715

2126

2463

2399
740

2495
406
558

PUBLICATIONS

CR-39 Nuclear track detector for neutron personnel
monitoring, O.P.Massand, H.K.Rundu, P.K.Marathe and
S.J.Supe, XVI IARP Conf., Bombay, Jan.9-12,(1989)
Response of a rem counter to neutrons from various
radioactive neutron sources, H.K.Kundu, O.P.Massand,
H.P.Dhairyawan and P.K.Marathe, XVI IARP Conf., Bombay,
Jan.9-12,(1989)
Unusual occurrences during ten years of use of TLD badge
system for personnel monitoring, M.M.Adtani, R.V.Sawant,
R.K.Kher and S.J.Supe, Bull. of Radiation Protection,
Vol.12, No.3, (1989)
Performance of CaSO<:0y TL dosimeter and field comparison of
DRD with TLDi P.Ayappan, M.Sethuraman and K.Chudalayandi,
XVI IARP Conference, BARC, Bombay, Jan.9-12,(1989)
Response characteristics of CaSO«:Dy TL badge to diagnostic
X-rays and dose evaluation procedure. Lakshmanan A.R.,
Gopalakrishnan A.K. and Kher R.K. Radiat. Protec. Dosimetry,
28, 263-272 (1989).
Reusability of TL dosemeters for
R.K.Kher, K.L.Popli and S.J.Supe
IAEA/HFSA/14,30,(1989)
Dependence of readout duration
thermoluminescent discs on thermal capacity of the heater,
A.R.Lakshmanan and R.K.Kher AMPI Med.Phys.Bull. 14(1989) 37.
Application of AI2O3-PTFE TL dosemeter for background
radiation monitoring. S.K.Mehta, R.K.Kher, K.L.Popli, XVI*»
Conf. on Radiation Protection (1989)

personnel monitoring.
Health Phys. Res.Abs.

of CaSO<:Dy teflon
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9. Photon energy dependence of CaSO«:Dy TLD under different
metal- filters in term of the new ICRU quantities
A.R.Lakshmanan, K.L.Popli and R.K.Kher; Radiat. Protect.
Dosimetry. Vol 28(4), 273-276,1989.

10. Thermoluminescence characterisation of LizBiCh doped with
copper, J.K.Srivastava and S.J.Supe, J.Phys.D:Appl.Phys.22
(1989) 1537.

11. Simultaneous determination of dose and elapsed time after
radiation exposure using CaSO<:Dy,Na. A.R.Lakshmanan, B.C.
Bhatt, and R.C.Bhatt. Radiat.Prot. Dosim. 27, 15 (1989).

12. Comparative dosimetric studies Of three LiF TL phosphors.
B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde and R.C.Bhatt. Radiat. Prot. Dosim.
7, 21 (1989).

13. "Incidences of overexposures of radiation workers in medical
institutions in India during 1987 and 1988" R.V.Ohond,
R.L.Pandey, P.H.Patel and S.J.Supe. AMPI Medical Physics
Bulletin, Vol.14, No.4, 1989, Pp. 173-175.

14. "Suitability of Fuji film packs for personal monitoring in
our country with special reference to fading" A.S.Pathak,
M.P.Sankaran, G.S.Sharma and R.V.Ohond.ibid .... abstract.

15. "Positioning of a personal monitoring badge when lead rubber
apron is used - a letter to editor" R.V.Dhond.Bulletin of
Radiation Protection,Vol.12, No.3, July-Sept.,1989,Pp 96-97

16. "A need for national registry of radiation workers - a
letter to editor" P.K.Marathe, D.Krishnan, O.P.Massand and
R.V.Dhond. Bulletin of Radiation Protection, Vol.12, No.3,
July-September 1989, Pp. 94-95.

17. "Positioning of a personal monitoring badge when lead rubber
apron is used and proposed formula to estimate Effective
Surface Dose Equivalent" R.V.Dhond and V.S.V.Iyer. AMPI
Medical Physics Bulletin, Vol.14, No.l, 1989, Pp. 52-54.

18. Accident dosimetry with commonly available materials
J.S.Nagpal, Geetha Varadhrajan and T.V.Venkateswaran
Presented at AMPI annual conf. X/24, Banglore, Jan. 1989.

19. Development of neutron personnel monitoring system based on
CR-39 solid state nuclear track detector, O.P.Massand,
H.K.Kundu, P.K.Marathe and S.J.Supe. Report BARC-1528,(1990)

20. Personnel neutron dosimetry - A review, O.P.Massand, INDC
(IND)-043, IAEA, VIENNA, (1990)

21. Modification of TLD wrist badge for personnel monitoring,
M.M.Adtani, A.S.Patil, O.P.Massand and S.J.Supe. Bull.of
Radiation Protection, Vol.13,Nos.3£4,(1990)

22. Thermoluminescence in doped LiF phosphors, S.S.Shastry,
O.P.Massand and R.C.Bhatt, Proceedings VIII NSRP Conference,
Bombay, (1990)

23. TL personnel monitoring - performance standards and quality
assurance, J.S.Nagpal, Geetha Varadhrajan and T.V.
Venkateswaran Bulletin of Radiat.Protection 13,344(1990)1-5

24. A new device to prevent buckling of PTFE-TLD and development
of new TLD card for personnel monitoring. R.K.Kher,
A.R.Lakshmanan and H.R.Sethuiradhavachar, Presented at 17<»
Conf.,IARP, Allahabad (1990).
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25. A new CaSO«:Dy thin teflon TLD card incorporating an
antibuckling device for personnel monitoring. A.R.Lakshmanan
R.K.Kher and U.Madhvanath Radiat.Prot.Dosimetry 30 (1990)
179-185.

26. Performance of ORP TLD badge system in IAEA intercomparison
for individual monitoring. R.K.Kher, K.li.Popli and P.H.Patel
XVIIth IARP Conf. on Radiation Protection (1990)

27. Estimation of effective dose equivalent using individual
dosimeters. A.R.Lakshmanan, R.K.Kher and S.J.Supe XVIIth
IARP Conf. on Radiation Protection (1990)

28. Estimation of ambient dose equivalent from environmental
radiation using CaS0«:Dy thermoluminescent dost-ieter -
A.R. Lakshmanan, K.L.Popli and R.K.Kher; Radiat. Pi. cL-^c*.
Dosimetry. Vol 32(2), 127-130,1990.

29. Development of new TLD material CaSO<:Dy,Cu, J.R.
Srivastava, B.C.Bhatt, R.C.Bhatt and S.J.Supe, Proc.
Luminescence Conference, Karaikudi. Jan. 12 - 14, 1990.
LUMINESCENCE (Phenomena, Materials and Devices), Ed.R.P.Rao,
Nova Science Publishers, N. Y., U.S.A.

30. Relative efficiencies of TL peaks in CaF2:Tm Ca?2:Dy and
CaSO4:Tm TL phosphors for alpha and beta radiations.
B.C.Bhatt and K.S.V.Nambi, Proc. Luminescence Conference,
Karaikudi, Jan 12-14. 1990.

31. Dating of an alpha contaminated TLD badge, K.S.V.Nambi,
M.R.Iyer, B.C.Bhatt, J.K.Srivastava and A.S.Patil, Proc.
17th I.A.R.P.Conference, Allahabad, March 1-3,1990. Bulletin
of Radiation Protection 13 (1990) 25.

32. Highlights of 3rd CECRI research conference on LUMINESCENCE,
Karaikudi, Jan.12-14, 1990. B.C.Bhatt, J.K.Srivastava and
K.S.V.Nambi, Nuclear Tracks:Radiation Measurements 17(1990)
607. Int. J.Radiat. Appl.Instruments, Part D.

33. On mechanism of linear and nonlinear thermoluminescence
effects, J.K.Srivastava, Proc. Luminescence Conf.,Karaikudi,
Jan. 12 - 14, 1990. LUMINESCENCE (Phenomena, Materials and
Devices), Ed. R.P.Rao, Nova Science Publishers, N.Y., U.S.A.

34. "International intercomparison of D.R.P. film badge
dosemeters for individual monitoring" R.V.Dhond,
J.M.Mahajan, 'A.S.Pathak and P.H.Patel.17*" IARP Conference
on Radiation Protection, Allahabad, March 1-3,1990.

35. "On the need of individual monitoring for persons working
with radiation sources such as level gauges, dental x-rays,
x-ray diffraction and x-ray fluorescence" R.V.Dhond,
L.C.Prasad and R.R.Shukla. ibid .... abstract.

36. "Role of R.S.O. in medical institutions" P.H.Patel and
J.M.Mahajan. AMPI Medical Physics Bulletin, Vol.14, No.2.

37. Analysis of repeated overexposure cases for medical and
industrial radiation workers during 1987-89. R.K.Kher,
A.V.Dere and P.H.Patel XVIIth IARP Conf. on Radiation
Protection (1990).

38. The Computed beta energy response of CaS0«:Dy Teflon
embedded Thermoluminescence dosimeters of different
thickness. S.K.Gupta, R.K.Kher and S.J.Supe. Bull. of
Radiat. Prot. Vol.13, Nos.3,4, P.9, July-Dec.1990.
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39. Statistics of . dosa received from neutron sources by
occupational personnel - 5 Year Study, O.P.Massand,
H.K.Kundu and S.J.Supe, Bull, of Radiation Protection,
Vol.14, Nos. 1&2. (1991)

40. Personnel neutron monitoring using CR-39 solid state nuclear
track detector, O.P.Massand, H.K.Kundu and P.K.Marathe,
XVIII IARP Conference, Tarapur, Feb.14-16,(1991).

41.. Chlorine based check light source for TtiD Readers -
J.S.Nagpal, Geetha Varadhrajan, T.V.Venkateswaran and
J.Udhayakumar; Bull.of Radiat.Prot. 14, 1 & 2 (1991) 23

42. Analysis of thermoluminescence data and trap level
characterisation, J.K.Srivastava, Proc National Seminar on
Thermoluroinescence and it. Applications, M.S.University,
Baroda, Feb.7-9, 1991. Eds. K.V.R.Murthy, L.H.H.Prasad and
T.R.Joshi, Tata-McGraw Hill (1991) 64. INVITED TALK.

43. Effect of Cu codoping on thermoluminescence characteristics
of CaSO«:Dy, J.K.Srivastava, B.C. Bhatt and S.J.Supe, Proc.
National Seminar on Thermoluminescence and its Applications,
M.S.University, Baroda, Feb.7-9, 1991. Eds. K.V.R.Murthy,
L.H.H.Prasad and T.R.Joshi, Tata-McGraw Hill (1991) p.169.

44. Preparation of sensitive CaSOt :Dy TL phosphor with double
dopants : Dy and Tm. B.C.Bhatt, J.K.Srivastava and S.S.
Shinde, Proc. National Seminar on Thermoluminescence and its
Applications, M.S.University, Baroda, Feb.7 - 9, 1991. Eds.
K.V.R.Murthy, L.H.H.Prasad and T.R.Joshi, Tata-McGraw Hill
(1991) p.173.

45. A review of TL phenomena in CaSO< : RE system and its impact
in radiation dosimetry B.C. Bhatt. proc. National Seminar on
Thermoluminescence and its Applications,M.S. University,
Baroda, Feb.7-9, 1991. Eds. K.V.R.Murthy, L.H.H.Prasad and
T.R.Joshi. Tata -Megraw Hill (1991) p.56.

46. Effect of monovalent charge compensator (Na+) in CaSO«:RE3+
phosphors. S.S.Shinde, and B.C.Bhatt Proc-National Seminar
on Thermoluminescence and its Applications, M.S. University,
Baroda, Feb.7-9, 1991. Eds. K.V.R.Murthy, L.H.H.Prasad and
T.R.Joshi, Tata-McGraw Hill (1991) p.187.

47. A comparative study of TL characteristics of BaSO< and
CaS04:Dy Teflon Discs. B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Shinde, S.S.Sanaye,
B.D.Phadke and S.J.Supe . Presented at 9th National
Symposium on Radiation Physics held at Osmania Univ.
Hyderabad, Nov.27-29, 1991 (Abstract Book,P-66)p.67.

48. Performance of the TLD badge system (BARC) in IAEA/RCA
personnel dosimeter intercomparison. B.C.Bhatt, S.S.Sanaye
and B.D.Phadke. Presented at 18th Conference on Radiation
Protection (IARP) held at TAPS, Tarapur, Feb. 14-16, 1991,
IARP Abstract Book, IARP/18/27, p.8.

49. Development of thermoluminescent materials for radiation
dosimetric applications at DRP, BARC. B.C.Bhatt, BARC Report
(India) on Development of Scintillators and Luminescent
Detectors at BARC (Ed. A.S.Pradhan), Report No.:BARC - 154S
(1991),paper 2.
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50. Reversible and irreversible effects of gamma and alpha
radiation damage on thermoluminescence of CaSO«:Dy, J.K.
Srivastava, S.J.Supe and R.C.Bhatt, Physics Status Solidi
(a) Solidi (a) 124 (1991) 401.

51. Models for linear and nonlinear thermoluminescence effects,
J.K.Srivastava, ISRAPS Bulletin 2 (1991) 9, A publication of
Ind.Soc.Radiat.Photochem.Sci. (c/o Chemistry Division. BARC)

52. Thermoluminescence of Dy»* and Gd'* in different
crystallographic modifications of sodium sulphate,
U.R.K.Rao, J.M.Mahajan, B.C.Bhatt.Nuclear Tracks and Rad.
Meas., 18 (1991) Pp.345-347.

53. Computer aided data processing for exposure control at TAPS.
R.V.Sawant, D.Datta, H.M.Adtani and R.Sadagopan, XVIII IARP
Conference, Tarapur,Feb.14-16,(1991)

54. Transmission of beta particles using Monte Carlo method for
quality assurance of Teflon tape dosimeters. S.K.Gupta,
R.K.Kher and S.J.Supe. 9th National Symposium on Radiation
Physics held at Osmania University, Hyderabad, Nov.27-29,
1991 (Abstract book, 0-25) P.28.

55. Thermoluminescence characteristics of CaSO« doped with Dy
and Cu. J.K.Srivastava, B.C.Bhatt and S.J.Supe. Radiat.
Prot. Doaim. Vol.40, 271 (1992).
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C. RADIATION PROTECTION INSTRUMENTATION
SECTION - (T.V. Venkateswarmn)

The Section has been involved in the development of various
instruments required by this Division. Particular stress has
been given for technology transfer of instruments designed and
developed in this Section to outside institutions. In order to
meet the increasing demand of TLD badge readers for personnel
monitoring, this technology was passed on to M/s. L & T Gould
Mysore, similarly protection monitoring instruments have been
passed on to M/s Nucleonix system Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad and
different types of dosimeters to M/s C D . High Tech. Pvt. Ltd.,
Hyderabad. ECIL has also undertaken production of some of these
instruments and are marketing them for use in medical, Industrial
and research institutions. With the availability of these
instruments on a commercial scale the effort of the Section was
concentrated in updating some of the technologies. The current
effort is to produce TLD badge readers which are capable of
evaluating badges at a much faster rate as well as to increase
the reliability and accuracy. Considerable effort has been made
to minimise manual handling of badges and data entry wherever
possible by introducing PC based instrumentation.

This Section is also involved in maintaining some of the
dosimeters and badge readers already supplied to the Division.
The scientific staff are closely associated with the training
programme of the Division. Details of the work completed by RPIS
staff during 1989-91 are given below.

1. Radiation Protection Instruments

1.1 Low energy X-Ray monitor (LEXMON)

G.Ramanathan, n.R.Bhingare, Hari Ora Mittal.

A scintillation monitor for monitoring low level radiation
from low energy x-ray sources such as colour television
receivers,video display terminals low energy sources used in
nuclear medicine such as 1-125 has been developed. The monitor
incorporates a Nal(Tl) scinti11lator (3mm thick) with thin
Aluminium window coupled to a high gain low noise P.M.tuba. The
pulse output of the P.M.tube is fed to a window discriminator
circuit in which the window level is to pass pulses in the energy
region of 10-50 Kev and the output of the window discriminator is
counted and displayed on a 4 l/2digit LCD display with the
sampling time of 3 sec. The instrument can be used for measuring
exposure rates from a few jiR/h to 20mR/h. The instrument has
been calibrated with a variable energy x-ray source. The
instrument works on four 1.5 V pen light cells.
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1.2 Portable radiation Monitor for diagnostic x-ray —chine*
(XNON PLUS)

C.Ramanathan, Bari On Mittal.

A scintillation monitor using Nal(Tl) has been developed for
routine monitoring of radiation levels around diagnostic X-ray
machines for radiological protection purposes as well as part of
the quality assurance evaluation. In the scintillation Monitor
described here, the output current of the photomultiplier coupled
to the scintillator is corrected to account for the deviation of
the scintillator from air equivalence by attenuating it with
suitable correction factors depending upon the operating
potential and filtration of the x-ray tube. The output of the
P.M.tube after correction for air equivalence is fed to a peak
voltmeter with a response tine less tU&z! 0.01s in order to
register peak dose rates during radtographic examination of
duration 0.1s and longer. The P.M.tube output is also fed to an
integrator circuit specially designed to exclude the dark current
and integrate the currents due to x-ray doses only.

Nal (Tl)
SCINTILLATOR

I'M TUBE
ASSEMBLY

D.C. - D.C
CONVERTER
EHT-600 V

I-V CONVERTER
& ATTENUATOR
FOR ENERGY
CORRECTION

I FET SWITCH 1

COMPARATOR] INTEGRATOR
* CAIN AMP

GAIN AMP
FOR

RANGING

PEAK
VOLTMETER

BLOCK DIAGRAM (X MON PLUS)

1.3 Scintillation gamma Monitor (Energy Corrected)

G.Ramanathan.S.B.Joshi, K.C.Bajaj.

A scintillation monitor for environmental gamma radiation
measurements using Nal(TI) scintillator with electronic
correction for energy reponse has been developed . The gamma
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exposure-rate measurement in this instrument is provided by the
pulse-mode of photomultiplier output which reduces the noise in
Measurement due to changes in temperature and other operating
conditions. The pulses from the P.M.tube after discrimination for
noise pulses and shaping are fed to a count-rate meter circuit
and the analog voltage developed is displayed on a 3 1/2 digit
LCD digital panel meter.The exposure rate measured by the
instrument is displayed from a few uR/h to 20 mlt/h in two
different ranges with 1 nR/h resolution in the most sensitive
range. The energy dependence of the pulse mode of measurement
is corrected by the use of discriminator bias modulation
(DBM) technique. The DBM technique employs a time varying
discriminator bias as against the fixed bias normally used. A
simple circuit incorporated in the instrument generates a
suitable waveform which is applied as the time varying
discriminator bias. The height and the shape of the waveform are
adjusted to give the required correction in the energy response.
The effectiveness of the correction circuit was also tested using
pulses of variable height from 60 mV to 1.2 V corresponding to
peak pulse heights or 60 keV to 1.2 MeV from the P.M. tube and
frequencies from 1 Hz to 10 kHz corresponding to exposure rates
of 1 un/h to 10 mR/h using a standard pulse generator and found
to hold good over all the frequencies tested.The energy
dependence of the instrument was tested with standard radiation
fields of enegies 60 keV. 280 keV, 660 keV, 1.2 MeV and found to
be within ± 20 X.The performance of the instrument was tested
from - 10'C to 50*C and found to be within t 20 X. The instrument
has dimensions of 21 cm xlOcm xlOcm and works on four 1.5 V
medium type Eveready cells.
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1.4 Evaluation of performance characteristics of solid state
detectors for radiation dosimetry and Monitoring

G.Ramanathan,S.B.Joshi, N.C.Pal

The performance charecteristics of solid-state detectors
such as Cadmium Telluride(Cd Te), Silicon surface barrier diodes
developed at TPPED.BARC as well as soite co«aercia!ly available
detectors such as PIN photo-diodes and high voltage rectifier
diodes have been evaluated.

The charateristics evaluated are: (i) nadlation sensitivity
in pulse mode and its dependence on the applied reverse bias,
(i Oltadiation sensitivity in the current Mode, (ill) energy
dependence and linearity of response in the pulse mode, (iv)
leakage current and its variation with applied bias. For the
evaluation by pulse-mode an experimental set-up consisting of
ECIL modules of pre-aaplifier, active shaping amplifier,
discriminator and counter-timer was used. For the current mode
evaluation a d.c amplifier with MOS FET input was used. Exposures
were given using standard sealed sources maintaned at our
laboratory in the low dose range upto lR/h and a cobalt
teletherapy machine in the high dose range upto 1000 R/h.

The pulse mode sensitivity of the detectors are found to be
in the range of 0.1 to 2 cps/mR/h which is adequate for possible
replacement of C M . counters normally used in radiation monitors.
The detectors have energy independent response for exposure-rates
within ± 20% in the energy region of 280 KeV (Hg-203) to 1.2 MeV
(Co-60). Among four different types of rectifier diodes tested IN
4007 by virtue of its smalt size, low cost, and adequate
radiation sensitivity can be used in the design of pocket
radiation monitors.

Table

Detector Size Radiation Sensitivity Leakage

Ccps/mR/h for 60 KeV) current(nA)

11.63 28.1

13.21 81.0

1.56 8.8

0.02 37.5

5. IN 4007 0.65 23.0

Cd Te
(TPPED)
S i1icon
surface
barrier
(TPPED)
OSD-5
PIN
photo-
diode
Ga As
LED
(6 No.)
IN 4007

lOram dia x
0.5mm thick
50 sq.mm area
1.5 mm thick

5 sq.mm
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1.5 Digital pocket •onitor

G. Ramanathan, R.R. Bhingare, 4 V.H. Risbud

Using the CdTe detector developed in TPPED a digital pocket
radiation Monitor has been developed. The instrument response is
designed such that the LCD display indicates the integrated
exposure in mR and an aural output gives one beep for every 1 mR
of integrated exposure. The total current consumption of the
instrument is less than 2 mA and it is powered by a 9 V battery
of type 216. The linearity of response in the instrument has
been found to be with in i 5% over the whole range. The response
of the instrument was found to be within t 20X over the energy
range of SO KeV to 1.33 MeV. The main advantages of this monitor
over the conventional G.H. counter based pocket dosimeters are
(1) No high voltage is required for operation
(2) Detector size is small and hence the dosimeter size
(3) No dead time correction is required.
(4) Low power consumption and very rugged.
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2. RADIATION DOSIMETERS

2.t An improved beam therapy dosemeter

Balvinder Kaur, M.D.Lalsare, S.Kannan

A battery powered up based Therapy Dosemeter has been
developed for the measurement of the output of X-ray units,
tele isotope machines and accelerators. The dosemeter is built
around the Motorola 14C6805E2 single chip microcomputer and uses
a 0.5 cc. uir equivalent ionisation chamber as the detector with
a perspex build-up cap for measurement with Co-60 gamma rays. An
electrometer grade D.C. amplifier has been used in the integrator
mode to integrate the ionisation current from the chamber. The
main feature of this dosemeter is that it can measure dose and
dose rate simultaneously. It can be operated either in the preset
time or preset dose mode. Facility has been provided for changing



the polarity of the polarising voltage for Measurement of
electron contamination when using the instrument with
accelerators. Switch selectable polarising voltage has been
provided for easy determination of collection efficiency of the
chamber. An auto-zero cycle is initiated each time that the
integration of the ionisation current begins in order to correct
for the offset voltage of the electrometer amplifier. Inexpensive
solid-state CMOS switches have been used to eliminate expensive
high impedance mechanical switches used for zeroing, ranging etc.
On termination of the measurement cycle, auto-correction for
temperature and pressure is applied using the manually set values
of ambient temperature and pressure. A relay output is provided
to terminate exposure after the preset time/ exposure. The other
features include a crystal controlled timer for accurate exposure
time measurements and an alpha numeric user-friendly LC display.
The dosemeter can measure exposures upto 999.9 cGy and exposure
rates upto 999.9 cGy/min. The overall accuracy of the unit is
better than t 3% and the reproducibi1ity is better than 0.5%. The
dosemeter is housed in a brief-case for easy portability.

2.2 A PC compatible microprocessor based TLD reader for medical
and research applications

R.S.Gokarn, M.D.Lalsare, A.Seethapathy & T.V.Venkateswaran.

This state-of-the -art microprocessor based TLD reader is an
improvement over the existing TLD reader (mode! 6000). This 8085
lip based TLD reader can be used to evaluate radiation exposures
to TL phosphors in different forms such as loose phosphor, teflon
disc, glass capillary etc. The salient features are the digital
control of the heating rate, clamping temperature, the cycle
time, calibration factor and background correction through a
front panel keyboard. The heating rate is selectable to any value
between 0°C/sec to 40°C/sec with 0.1°C/sec resolution, the
clamping temperature upto 400°C and cycle time up to 999 sees.
The Reader has been provided with a stable LED light source to
check the stability of the PMT at different instants of time.At
the end of cycle ti'me, the instrument displays the net corrected
reading corrected for background and sensitivity. Three default
programs selectable through the front panel key are incorporated
in the reader for the commonly used TL phosphors. Facility is
also provided for N2 flushing. A 7-segment. 8 digit LED display
can be selected to indicate the various parameters entered, the
accumulated dose with auto ranging, or the elapsed time. A 3-1/2
digit DPM continuously monitors either the EHT applied to the PMT
or the temperature of the heater foil. Outputs are provided to
record the glow curve or the heating profile on an X-Y recorder
and HS-232 connection for a PC. During the readout time, the dose
data is stored in memory every 100 msec and can be transmitted to
a PC after the readout for further data processing such as glow
curve evaluation, segment integration, deconvolution etc.
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3. Personnel Monitoring Instruments

A Stable LED reference light source for TLD reader*

A.Narayanan, R.N.Das Sarna

A circuit has been developed for providing a very stable
light source to the existing TLD Reader System for reproducible
and reliable estimates of radiation dose. The circuit developed
consists of quad op-amp IC, a temperature compensated reference
voltage and a constant current source. As LED has negative
temperature coefficient, the jdV/dtj decreases with increasing
temperature. The proper feedback provided corrects the effect of
negative temperature coefficient of the light source.

The reproducibility of the light source is found to be
better than ±0.5% under varying ambient temperature conditions.
Over a period of one week, the reproducibility of the light
source is found to be within ±1% .
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3.1 A Data logger for personnel Monitoring TLD readers

M.S.Killkarni,P.Ratna.S.Kannan

A data logger for the manual type BARC TLD Badge Reader
(model TLDBR-3A) has been developed for Interfacing it to an IBM
PC/XT for a direct transfer of data, evaluation & preparation of
radiation dose reports. The unit has got features like low or
high resolution glow curve storage, storage of dosimetric data
along with the Identification numbers of about 300 dosimeters,
an HS-232 serial interface, built-in hand shake software to
facilitate connection of two or More data loggers to a single IBM
PC/XT or compatible.

The data logger is built around an 8085 microprocessor ••
shown in the fig. The system hardware consists of memory (8K ROM
A 2K battery backed RAM) and peripherals such as Timer * I/O
(8155), keyboard t display controller (8279), programmable
interval timer (8253), a voltage to frequency (V-F) converter
(Burr Brown VFC-32) etc. A 20 key keyboard consisting of numeric
keys & function keys and an eight digit seven segment LED display
are provided for the necessary data entry & display. The
operation of the unit is controlled by an 8K byte assembly
language programme. An interactive software written in BASIC is
also provided for the on-line/off-line operation of the data
logger with the IBM PC/XT for glow curve Monitoring and storage.

DC AMPLIFIED
0/P V-F

CONVERTER

TLD
READER

I/F
Converter 0/P

Range data
status switches

Reset, timer
Pulse

DISPLAY

RS-232
LINK

Block diagram of data logger.
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3.2 A TLD reader for fast read out of TLD badges

A. Seethapathy, Sat. Ratna Pradeep, R.N.Das Saraa, H.R.
Se t humadhavachar

In TLD badge reader (TLD-BR-3) it takes nearly 5 Minutes for
the evaluation of a single card. In order to sake the read-out
faster a TLD Badge reader in which all the three dosiaeters are
simultaneously heated and the doses estiaated was developed. The
drawer assembly consists of three Kantha1 heater eleaents each of
which can be indivldualy controled by three heating circuits.
The TL output froa the three dosiaeters can be aeasured by three
PMTs which are coupled to the dosiaeter by optical light guides.
In order to have unifora pressure on the TLD card while heating,
the heaters ate raised by a COB arrangement.

The electronic circuits include three EBT units, three
heater control circuits, three I~f convertors with auto dark
current balance, ADC, counters, and a up control Board. An Intel
8085 up along with the interface ICs such as 8155, 8279, 0809
controls the entire operations of the reader. These operations
include the front panel key board control, data aquisition
storage, manipulation and display. Facility is also provided to
couple this reader to P.C. The glow curves and teaperature
profile can be recorded through the outputs provided at the rear
pane 1.

With this Reader it takes less than a ainute to read one
card. Since there is no movement of the card inside the drawer
the mechanical wear and tear is greatly reduced.
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OPTIC FIBRE LIGHT CUIDE cm

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TLD BADGE READER (SMIMULTANBOUS BEATINQ) (TLD BR6)

3.3 A hot air heating mytstem for TLP badge readers

T.V.Venlcateswaran, P.Ratna, M.D.Lalsare, S.Kannan ft
N.M.G.Peerzada

A non-contact heating aystea using a hot-air jet has been
developed for heating the TL dosimeters. The advantage of non-
contact heating is two fold. (1) it ensures uniform heating of
the dosimeters irrespective of their shapes resulting in siailar
glow ourves for all dosimeters and (2) the read-out tiae can be
reduced froa the existing 1 nin. to 35 sees per dosiaeter.
Further this sethod obviates the requireaent ot the critical
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mechanical design of the heater assembly for its precise
positioning of the dosimeter over the heater, flatness of the
heater surface, unifora contact pressure etc.

The hot-air heating systea has been developed with speoial
design features that this system can fit into the existing TLD
badge Readers. A coaaercially available hot-air blower has been
used for getting hot air. This consists of a coapact heater
connected to a blower unit with flow rate variable froa 1
lit/min to 20 lit/aln. A nozzle with 3 aa dia placed 1 aa
below the dosimeter is used to heat the dosimeter with the hot
air.

The schematic diagram of the hot air heating systea is
shown in figure A 10 mm tube surrounding the nozzle is used to
collect the hot air after use and connected to a puap through a
tube for sucking out the residual hot air. The temperature of the
hot air at the heater position is sensed using a thermocouple.
The theraocouple output is fed to an on-off proportional
temperature controller circuit for controlling the temperature of
air at 300'C ± 2*C. A metallic shutter is used to close the
nozzle when the TLD card is not loaded into the reader.

Preliminary studies also showed that faster read-out is
possible with thinner 0.4 mm teflon CaS0« : Dy discs.

CARD

HOT

AIR

TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER

THERMOCOUPLE

FIG. HOT AIR HEATING SYSTEM
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3.4 A fast response high range solid state dcnsitomoter

H.K.Pendurkar, U.P.Gaonkar, A.T.Soman, R.N.Das Sarma,

A linear densitometer has been developed using the ultra-
sensitive fast response silicon photodiode of a solid state
photodetector-amplifier combination (UDT 0220D) of 20 mm2 active
area and a temperature compensated log ratio amplifier (AD 757N).
This simple cost-effective and reliable instrument has been
developed to replace- the existing densitometer in Semi-automatic
film dosemeter reader developed earlier by the Division having
expensive photomultiplier with associated high voltage supply and
elaborate circuitry.

The instrument measures diffused optical density of the
personnel monitoring film in the range of 0-5 with a least
measurable density of 0.01. The density value is found to be
within +1% as compared to density of ASA standard. The overall
drift during 8 hrs of continuous operation is well within +1%.
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3.5 TLD heater tester

H.K.Pendurkar 4 A.T.Sonan.

Since the performance of TLD Badge Reader is very much
dependent on proper heat transfer from heater to disc under
measurement, a prototype unit has been developed for quick
testing of drawers prior to assembly in the Reader. The unit
provides controled heating cycle to the TL disc when brought In
position on the heater. The temperature of the heater and the
surface of the disc is monitored by cold junction compensated
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thermocouple amplifier and displayed simultaneously on two
digital panel meters. The signals are also recorded on chart
recorder to assess the reproducibility of heating profile for all
three discs of the TL card.
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D. MEDICAL ADVISORY AND CONTROl,_ SECT!ON - P. S. Iyer

t. Service Activities

1.1 LJseasXndLJMLcUidv iso_ry__act i V i tj es

The Division authorises institutions for procurement of
radionuclides, both from India and abroad for medical and
research purposes.' This authorisation In based on factors such
as availability of adequate facilities, qualified staff and
appropriate radiation detection equipment. The user institution
must formulate its proposal for the radiation facility and send
details of the same along with necessary drawings to this
Division. The installation plans are evaluated for their
shielding adequacy, on an individual basis and modifications,
wherever necessary are recommended. The types of installations
for which advice is given include (i) beam therapy, (ii)
braohytherapy, (iii) nuclear mndtc-Jnf*. (iv) radloimmunoassay, (v)
diagnostic X-ray, (vi) open isotopo research laboratories and
(vii) gamma irradiation plants.

1.2 Radiation surveillance

As part of the radiation surveillance programme in the
country, the Division conducts radiation protection surveys of
diagnostic X-ray, radiation therapy, nuclear medicine and open
isotope facilities. The purpose of these surveys is on-the-spot
evaluation of the radiation safety status including equipment
parameters and work practices. Pre-commissioning surveys of
radiation therapy and other high activity facilities are also
carried out. The staff of the Division supervises the telegamna
source replacements from the radiation safety view point and
advises the institutions in radiation emergencies. Radiation
equipments are evaluated for type approval.

1.3 Medical physics activities

The Division provides theoretical and experimental
dosimetry services to radiation therapy centres. These include
(i) design and fabrication of wedge filters, (ii) manual after
loading applicators and storage/transport containers, (iii)
measurements of dose distributions in beam and brachytherapy (iv)
software development and its use for generation of complete dose
distribution for photon beams, electron beams and brachytherapy.
In addition, dosimetry is worked out for non-conventional source
arrangements on individual basis and also provided for 1-125 and
Ii—192 seeds/wires. Appropriate advice is given on specific
medical physics problems of the institutions.

1.4 Type approval testing of diagnostic X-ray units

In order to ensure that X-ray units manufactured in the
country have adequate built-in radiation safety requirements and
perform as per the national and international standards, the type
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approval t-esting of diagnostic X-ray units are carried out at the
manufacturers factory sites. A total of 136 models of X-ray
units were tested and 133 were recommended for the issuance of
type approval certificates by AERB. The types-of X-ray units
tested are 2 dental, 35 radiography, 1 fluoroscopy, 16 portable
mobile and 79 radiography and fluoroscopy combined. The
parameters which are tested are (i) congruence of radiation and
optical fields (ii) radiation beam alignment, (iii) grid
alignment, (iv) focal spot size (v) tube potentials (kV), (vi)
linearity of tube current (mA) loading stations, (vii) linearity
of timer, (viii) output consistency, (ix) total filtration, (x)
lead equivalence of fluoroscent screen and (xi) radiation leakage
levels from tube housing and diaphragm.

1.5 Accreditation of testing laboratory to carryout quality
assurance tests and surveillance of X-ray diagnostic units and
installations

Two workshops on Quality Assurance and Surveillance in
Diagnostic X-ray Radiology were arranged in which 87 radiological
safety officers working in 81 centres were trained for carrying
out Quality Assurance Tests and Surveillance of X-ray units and
installations using the quality assurance kit developed by this
division and radiation monitoring instruments available in their
institution. 12 quality assurance kits have been given on loan
basis to RSO's for their use in carrying out tests of 5 X-ray
units each and submission of the tests reports for our evaluation
and records.

Trained RSO's from 10 centres have submitted these tests
reports and 5 centres have been accredited by the Department of
Science and Technology as approved centres to carry out the
quality assurance tests and surveillance of X-ray diagnostic
units and installations. Another 5 centres are in the process of
getting accredited.

Two certification courses on Quality Assurance and Safety
Aspects of Diagnostic X-ray equipment for the X-ray servicing
engineers were conducted in which 40 engineers were trained.
These engineers were given 6 quality assurance kits for their use
to perform quality assurance tests of 5 X-ray units each and
submit the test reports for our evaluation and records.

1.6 Suaaary of activities in 1989-1991

A. Installations Approved 1991 1990 1989

1. Beam Therapy 23 18 25
2. Brachytherapy 13 8 5
3. Open Sources 31 31 32

Total 67 57 62



1991 1990 1989
B. Authorisation to Procure

Radionuclides

1.
2.

Medical
Research

Radiation Protection

1. Beam Therapy
2. Brachytherapy
3. Radioisotope Lab
4. Diagnostic X-ray

Total

Surveys

. (Research)

Total :

247
281

528

1

4

5

274
411

685

1
4
15
9

29

292
485

787

8
6
37
9
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D. Telecobalt Source Replacements 3 12 12

E. Type Approvals

1. Firms 3

2. Units Tested 28

F. Radium Disposed 1957 mg 3682 mg 3627 ng

1.7 Collection and disposal of radium

S.P. Zaparde, V.B. Vora and P.S. Iyer
Because of potential hazard associated with the continued

use of radium sources in cancer treatment, a national programme
has been initiated for the collection & disposal of radius in a
phased manner. Necessary technical advice and assistance is
given by this Division for the radium sources to be packed and
sealed in appropriate containers and transported generally by
road to BARC for disposal.

Present status

i) Total radium collected from 54 inst. . = 13094 mg
ii) Institutions agreed to dispose off, but

yet to be collected ( 7 Nos.) = 1970 mg
i i i institutions awaiting for approval from

the respective government ( 4 nos.) = 1063 ag
iv) Institutions still holding part of

radium stock (1 No.) = 183 mg

Total : = 16310 ag
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2. Research and Development

2.1 Photon and electron baam dosimetry and treatment planning

2.1.1 Treatment planning software for photon beams •

U.B. Tripathi

Tel etherapy beams from Cobalt-60 units and megavoltage X-
rays from electron linear accelerators have been extensively used
for treatment of cancers of various sites. Complete dose
distribution information in and around treated volume is an
essential prerequisite in deciding the suitability and/or success
of a given treatment set-up. To aeet these requirements,
suitable analytical equations have been derived and using the
formulism, softwares have been written in advanced BASIC. The
software permits corrections for body curvature, beam obliquity,
and inhomogeneities of the internal structures. Beam
modifications using wedge filters and compensating filters are
also possible. 'Beam On' time calculations using total percent
dose at tumour/isocentre or isodose line enclosing the treated
area are available. Provisions exist to compute doses at
preselected suitably chosen points in and around treated area to
aid in parameter selections for optimisation of the treatment
plans. The present software calculates dose distributions in two
dimensional geometry. Work is in progress to generate and
display 3-D dose distribution.

This software is being used by six radiotherapy centres for
2-D treatment planning and feedback obtained from the users has
been utilised to update the software to make it more broadbased.

2.1.2 Electron beam dose distributions

U.B. Tripathi

High energy electron beams have desirable characteristics
to treat lesions at shallower depths and also for boost
irradiations to tumours treated previously by other modalities.
Necessary formula for depth dose computations in homogeneous and
heterogeneous media have been derived and tested for accuracy.
Single beam 2-D isodose distributions have also been calculated
and compared with measured distributions. Good agreements have
been observed for all depths and field jizes. Work is in
progress to upgrade the software for 3-D dose computations and
display.

2.1.3 Response of TLDs to megavoltage photon beams at the
interface in a phantom.

A.S.Pradhan V.K.Shirva, J.B.Sasane, A.K. Gopalakrishnan
and P.S.Iyer

Ultrathin thermoluminescent dosimeters(TLD) phosphor
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layers are the best suited detectors for the interface
dosimetry in phantom By using LiF and CaFt:Dy TLD
phosphors, we have shown that there is no significant
contribution due to low energy photons produced by
inhomogoneity and thus concluded that the higher BSDF value
measured by TLDs is due to their response to very low energy
backseattered electrons at the interface. However, the BSDF
values obtained by using CaFi.-Dy TLD are about 10% lower
than those obtained by using LiF TLD. To understand this.
behaviour of low effective atomic number (LiF) and higher
effective atomic number (CaFt:Dy,CaFi:Tm and CaSO4:Dy) TLDs.,
they were exposed to different photon beans in air and
at different depths in homogeneous phantom and in a phantom
with inhomogeneities of Al, Cu, Sn and Pb. It haa been shown
that the lower value of BSDF for Pb inhomogeneity obtained by
using CaFjiDy is due to Its response to lower energy Multiple
scattered photons at depths In homogeneous polystyrene
phantom. The Pb inhomogeneity offer a significant attenuation
to these photons and this results in a lower value of BSDF.
Thus, in the case of higher Z TLDs for interface doslmetry,
the necessary correction factor should be taken into account.

2.1.4 J5misgjon_jtpectra p_f dysj?rjLSiup__djgP.ed ILDj

A.S. Pradhan

Thermo luminescence <TL) of dysprosium doped phosphors.
consist of two main emission peaks, one in the range of 440 - 480
nm (Blue emission) duo to 4F»/T*6Hn/« transition and the other
in the range of 550-580 nm (yellow emission) due to 4F»/i -*
6Hi3/2 transition. The emission peaks were found to differ both
in position and relative intensities. Recently, it has been
reported that the influence of the host lattice environment on
Dy13 emission is greater on the yellow emission belonging to
hypersensitive transition (*L=2, *J = 2). In the present work,
the intensity of blue emission of both CaSO«:Dy and CaFz:Dy was
found to be the same when recorded by a bialkaly response
photomu]tip!ier (PM) tube (9824 QB) using a Jarell Ash
monoch-omator. However, the intensity of yellow emission in
CaS0i:Dy was 3 times that of CaFz.Dy and this suggests that the
TL sensitivity of CaSCU:Dy could be increased considerably by
using light measuring device having wider spectral response. TL
in both the phosphors fades on exposure to sunlight but it is
faster in CaSO4:Dy. By using optical filters to cut off both the
l/V and infrared component of sunlight, it was confirmed that the
visible spectrum of sunlight does cause the fading. However,
this erasure effect was the same on both the yellow and blue
emission showing that both the transitions are affected to the
same degree. Also the structure of monochromatic glow curve was
found to remain the same whether recorded for blue or yellow
emission.
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2.2 Brachytherapy

2.2.1 Manua L after load ing intracavitary ki t

A. Shanta and P.S. Iyer

A new type of manual after loading applicator for treatment
of carcinoma of uterine cervix has been designed in collaboration
with Tata Memorial Hospital and the former Radiation Technology
Division of Isotope Group. Sixty sets of applicators and
Btorage-cum-transport containers have been fabricated, checked
for their integrity. 45 of these applicators have been supplied
to brachytherapy centres in our country and 3 abroad alongwith
the User's Handbook giving details of the applicators and
dosimetry.

2.2.2 Correlation of activity and exposure rate for Ii—192 wire
sources

A Shanta and P.N.M.R. Vijayam

Recently many hospitals in India have started the use of
Ir-192 wire sources for interstitial therapy. In order to
correlate the activity quoted by the supplier (BRIT), which is
measured using isotope calibrator and the exposure rate in air,
measurements have been done using a spherical graphite chanber
and Keithlev Solid State Electrometer. Autoradiographs of pieces
from different coils of li—192 wire have been taken to verify the
uniformity of activity.

2.2.3 Siaplified dosiaetry concept for Ir-192 interstitial
iBpJjints

A. Shanta

The dosimetry concepts sed for Ii—192 planar implants at
leading radiotherapy centres in U.S.A. and France have been
analysed and compared with conventional Paterson-Parker Systea.
Based on this comparison a modified and simplified dosinetry
concept has been worked out such that the reference isodose line
encompasses an area comparable to Paterson-Parker Systeu. A
simple empirical relation has been derived to determine the dose
rate at reference point as a function of the side of equivalent
square of implant area. For interstitial volume implants the
Syed-Neblett templates are generally used for sites which are
accessible from one end only. A simple reference dose concept
has been worked out such that the reference isodose line
encompasses about 80% of implant length. The reference dose
rate was found to be in good agreement with that derived from
Paterson-Parker Tables for volume implants.

2.2.4 Correction factor for Paterson-Parker dosage tables

A. Shanta



The Pat.erson-Parker radium dosage tables published Bore
than half a century ago are still used for planning interstitial
therapy. These tables do not include corrections for oblique
filtration and scattering in tissue. In order to assess the
magnitude of error introduced by the absence of these factors,
dose distributions have been worked out for a few typical planar
and volume implants, using the distribution rules specified in P-
P system. Comparison of dose distribution for two sets of
calculations, with and without the corrections showed a
difference of about 4-4.5X. Combined with this. the Roentgen to
cGy conversion factor and the correction factor for the exposure
rate constant for radium used then and now, the total correction
works out to be about 10%. Correction factor required for other
isotopes, such as Co-60, Cs-137, Ii—192 were found to be saae,
provided their activity in mg. Ha. eq is used.

2.2.5 Protective devices for Ir-192 wire handling

A. Shanta, K. Unnikrishnan, H.R. Sethumadhvachar and P.S.
Iyer

The preparation of Ir-192 wires for interstitial therapy
involves cutting and loading of required length of wire into
nylon tubing whose internal diameter is just sufficient to take
the wire in. Insertion of prepared wire into patient is through
nylon tubing implanted in the lesion. To minimize the hazard
associated with preparation and application, a source preparation
device, incorporating lead shielding and lead transport container
have been designed and prototype fabricated. The optimum lead
thickness required for these devices have been worked out fron
measured transmission, as the published TVL value for lead is for
heavily attenuated Ii—192 gamma rays and hence overestimate the
thickness; if a dose reduction of only 10% or IX is desired.

2.2.6 Treatnont planning software for brachytherapy

U.B. Tripathi

Brachytherapy sources - Co-60, Cs-137, Ir-192 and Au-198 -
in the form of wires, tubes, needles and seeds are used for
intracavitary, interstitial and surface applications. Dose
distributions in and around implanted sources are needed to
ensure that treated volume is enclosed by required isodose
surface. The necessary formulations have been indigeneously
developed and used to write the current software. Besides normal
data input structures, provisions exist for addition/deletion of
the number of sources, changing the origin of computation with
respect to the source origin and rotation of the coordinate
system to obtain different planes of computation. Source decay
corrections, sheathing and self absorption corrections are
applied as appropriate. 2-D distributions in different planes
can be computed using the software. Work is in progress to
obtain three dimensional distributions for treatment planning.
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This software is being used by six radiotherapy centres for
2-D treatmr-nt planning and feedback obtained from the users has
been utilised to update the software to make it sore broadbased.

2 . 3 Esjt.ima t ion of population doses due to Medical appj i cat ions
of _radiatipn_JQ. lQ<UJU.

2.3.1 Acquisition of data on_. diagnostic and therapeutic
Application of radiation for India for inclusion in
UNSCEAR_Report

•T.B.Sasane, S.G.Sawant, V.K.Shirva, A.K.Gopalakrishnan,
A.Shanta, H.A.Sabuwala, P.S.Iyer, S.J.Supe and U.Madhvanath

Many national and international agencies are actively
engaged in evaluation of radiation safety status of radiation
procedures which add to population dose significantly. Recently,a
survey was conducted to collect data from various diagnostic
X-ray institutions and radiotherapy centres in India to this
effect. For this purpose, UNSCEAR has prepared a detailed
questionnaire for eliciting the relevant information which were
sent to various centres in the country to provide information
on annual number of patients examined/treated site-wise, their
age and sex distribution and patient doses for the period 1985-
1989.

The study indicated that during 1985 - 1989,for 776
million of aggregate population, the country had about 45,000
diagnostic X-ray units, 151 telegamma units and II accelerators.
The annual average number of diagnostic X-ray examinations were
estimated to be 81,480,000. For the same period annual average
number of patients were estimated as 106200 for teletherapy end
20660 for brachytherapy. Mean entrance skin doses for diagnostic
X-ray procedures were between 0.2 mGy to 50 mGy depending on the
type of examination.. For teletherapy, for the sites cited in
questionnaire by UNSCEAR, the entrance surface doses ranged from
17 Gy to 44 Gy. Target organ doses were in the range of 22 Gy to
60 Gy for teletherapy and between 15 Gy to 50 Gy for
brachytherapy. The compiled data on various aspects of diagnostic
and therapeutic applica.lion of radiation was submitted to UNSCEAR
for inclusion in the next update.

2.3.2 Entrance skin doses and effective dose equivalents from
diagnostic X-ray practices in India

J.B.Sasane, V.K.Shirva, A.K.Gopalakrishanan, S.G.Sawant,
P.S.Iyer and S.J.Supe

CaSO4:Dy thermoluminescent phosphor filled in tiny polythene
pouches (lem x lem) were used as dosimeters for estimation of
entrance skin doses during various diagnostic X-ray procedures.
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The dosimeters were positioned on the central axis of the beam on
the skin surface of the patient during X-ray examinations. Data
on doses received by different organs per Cy entrance kerma
during various X-ray examinations fro* ICRP Report No. 34(1982)
was used for estimation of organ doses resulting fro* a
particular examination.

Entrance skin doses were measured for- various diagnostic
X-ray examination in 3 local hospitals in. Bombay. Typical skin
doses measured are 0.2 mGy for chest, 5.5 mGy for abdomen, 50 mGy
for lumbosacral spine, 0.185 mGy for hand, 25 mGy for Barium
enema and 34 mGy for Barium meal examinations. The corresponding
effective dose equivalents are 0.016, 0.35, 2.5, 0.00009, 1.6 and
1.4 mSv respectively.

The frequency of X-ray examinations was estimated to be 100
per 1000 persons per year taking into account the previous
estimate of 35 per 1000 persons per year from the extensive
survey carried out by this Division during 1970 and the increase
in consumption in the X-ray films and increase in the population
since the survey of 1970. Taking into account the frequency of
X-ray examinations, examination wise distribution of patients
among the surveyed population, effective doBe equivalent
resulting from each type of examination and the population of the
country, the collective effective dose equivalent was estimated
as 16800 man-Sv with mean per caput dose of 0.021 mSv.

2.3.3 A TLD method for evaluation of radiation quality and
measurement of entrance skin dose from diagnostic x-ray practices

A.S. Pradhan, J.B. Sasane, A.K. Gopalakrishnan, V.K. Shirva
and P.S. Iyer

A TLD method based on CaS0«:Dy Teflon discs has been
developed for the evaluation of radiation quality and measurement
of entrance skin absorbed doses to estimate the effective dose
equivalent to population from diagnostic X-ray practices. The
method is particularly useful in carrying out measurements at far
off diagnostic installations by sending a set of dosemeters
through mail. These discs in a specially designed holder provide
a tool for the measurement of quality (half value thickness,
HVT)of the X-ray beam.* The entrance skin absorbed dose
measurement is based on the fact that the TLD discs exhibit a
high sensitivity and photon energy independent response (within i
10%) to diagnostic X-ray beams, whereas the estimation of quality
of X-ray beam is based on the change in ratio ot TL readouts of
discs under 1 mm Cu filter and 0.5 mm plastic in the holder. The
change in the ratio of TL readouts is about 3.0 times that of the
change in the HVT measured by conventional method of using ion
chamber detector and aluminium absorber under narrow beam
geometry and hence offers a sensitive method for the estimation
of quality of X-ray beam without having prior knowledge of tube
parameters.



2.3.4 Per caput effective dose to Indian population from nuclear
•edicine procedures (patient dose contribution)

K.S. Kini, K. Unnikrishnan and P.S. Iyer

Tho per caput effective dose to the population is made up
of contributions from natural background and man-made radiation
sources. Though natural background contributes more than 97% of
the per caput dose, medical exposure stands first among the
contributions from man-made radiation sources. The contribution
from nuclear medicine procedures has been worked out by
collecting the relevant data from various nuclear medicine
centres. The required data consists of (i) the type of nuclear
medicine procedure carried out, (iiJ the activity of the
radiophnrmaceutical administered per procedure and (iii) the
number of procedures carried out per year. The equivalent dose
to the respective organ/tissue can be calculated for each type of
procedure using standard dose calculation methods and effective
doses (ICRP-60) from each type of procedure can be obtained by
multiplying the organ equivalent dose by the respective tissue
weighting factor. ICRP publication No.53 has simplified this job
by publishing the effective dose per unit activi-ty administered
for most of the radiopharmaceuticals. By using this data, the
effective dose per procedure for each type of the procedure was
calculated. Collective effective dose for each type of procedure
was obtained by multiplying the effective dose per procedure by
the respective number of procedures carried out. The collective
effective doses from all procedures were added up and the sum was
divided by the population of the country to give the per caput
effective dose. Calculations were done for diagnostic procedures
and for treatment of thyrotoxicosis. The per caput equivalent
dose from diagnostic nuclear medicine procedures worked out to be
3 HSV per year and that from treatment of thyrotoxicosis 25 pSv
per year making a total of 28 nSv per year. This work is being
pursued further, updating the data.

2.4 Developments of methods and instruments for quality
assurance

2.4.1 X-ray quality assurance dosimeter

A. Sankaran, N.C. Pal and V.S. Patki

This is a portable mains operated instrument suitable for
non-invasive quality assurance tests of diagnostic X-ray
machines. It measures several parameters viz. kVp, exposure
time, exposure, exposure, rate and X-ray wave form of both
radiographic and fluoroscopic units. The instrument consists of
a detachable probe containing a pair of photovoltaic
detector/amplifier devices shielded with differential copper
filters and a microprocessor-based data acquisition system with
eight-digit-LED display for data management and display.

The unit measures (i) kVp from 60 to 120 kV with accuracy
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of better than ± 3 kV, the X-ray exposure time for kVp
measurement may be as low as 80 msec, (ii> The exposure time In
Sec/mSec/cycles from 10 m Sec to 3 8ec and 1-9999 cycles with an
accuracy better than ± 1%, (iii) The exposure from 0-4000 mR and
exposure rate from 0-40.95 R/min with an accuracy of ± 5% and
(iv) The X-ray waveform which may be kept stored in the built-in
memory and displayed on CHO or plotted on X-Y-Plotter. The X-ray
waveform may also be displayed digitally on the built-in 8 digit
LED display byte by byte in ascending order. The selection and
display of parameters are controlled from the panel with the help
of a 16 key key-board. Panel lamps are provided to indicate the
selected functions and the upper and lower limit conditions of
photodetectors and dose amplifiers.

The instrument may be very useful for radiological
physicists to conduct compliance, preventive maintenance and
quality assurance tests on X-ray units for improvement of image
quality anil thpreby avoid film retakes.

2.4.2 Develoument of a postal pack for quality assurance of
diajtnoHtic Xrray OQU ipment

A.S.Pradhan, J.B. Sasane, V.K. Shirva, A.K. Gopaiakrishnan,
V. Jayalakslimi and P.S. Iyer

In order to provide a Jink between routine test by
radiographers and rigorous tests carried out by the expert
medical physicist on diagnostic X-ray machines, a need has been
realized to develop a postal pack for the audits of quality of
diagnostic X-ray practices in India. To this end a postal pack
has been designed to measure simultaneously in one exposure, tube
potential (kVp), total filtration, output/patient entrance dose
and effective energy of the photon beam. For this purpose
CaS0«:Dy teflon thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) discs were
chosen because it provides a compact pack and is also re-usable.
Tube potential (kVp) is derived from the ratio of the readings of
two differentially copper filtered TLDs. Tube filtration is
determined from the ratio of readouts of TL.D discs under 1 mm
thick Cu and under 0.5 mm thick plastic. The output and hence
patient entrance dose is assessed from the readings of the
unfiltered TLDs. This pack is under testing. For assessment of
light beam diaphragm (LBD) alignment, use of a film pack has to
be maintained. It is hoped that the work can also be extended
into the mammography energy range.

2 5. Planning of teletherapy installation and radiation safety

2.5.1 A passive area monitor and its use in experimental
verification of shielding adequacy in and around teletherapy
installations

A.S. Pradhan, V. Jayalakshmi, J.B. Sasane, A.K.
Gopalakrishnan and P.S. Iyer
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Recent ICRP recommendations that the dose constraints for
optimization should not exceed 20 mSv in a year for occupational
exposures and 1 mSv in a year for the public, has generated
significant concern about the shielding in radiation
installations. This has also caused a debate about the shielding
adequacy of the existing installations which were planned for the
earlier corresponding limits of 50 mSv and 5 mSv in a year.

In order to generate the real isitic data, a passive
area monitor based on CaS04 : l)y teflon TLD discs has been
developed. By using readouts of discs under metal filters and
discs under 0.5 mm plastic in an empirical relation,the photon
energy independent responseCfrom 27 keV to 1.25 MeV within i 10%)
was obtained for the measurement of air kerma (>100 KGy)
whereas their ratio was used for the estimation of effective
photon energy below 200 keV. Information on the effective energy
of the radiation is important for computing the shielding
thickness for the primary beam and the scattered radiation. The
effective photon energy of the scattered radiation at inside the
entrance door, in the maze area and at the AC baffle was
estimated to be about 110 keV, 100 keV and 180 keV, respectively.
A comparison between the calculated and measured values (by
using TLD area monitor) reveals that the measured dose values
were lower by factors of about 8 to 20 (work load in most of the
institutions was of the order of 100 kR/week upto a maximum of
160 kR/week). Hence this preliminary investigations indicate the
necessity to rethink whether the shielding in such installation
should have to be really increased to meet the new dose limits.

Computer programme for performing therapy roo« shielding
calculations

Govinda Rajan, K.N.

A programme has been written in Basic, to calculate the
shielding requirements for the Jeeven Jyoti Linac testing
facility. The programme is being tested and when fully developed
will be useful for calculating the shielding wall thicknesses for
any linac facility, as per our safety requirements.

2.5.3 Computer programme for Hospital Data Management

Govinda Rajan K.N. and S.G. Sawant

A programme has been developed using dBase III +, which can
be used for managing the hospital data information that the data
base contains. The programme is written in a user friendly
manner and can be used for input ing all the institute details
like the staff details - name, address, qualifications etc., the
number of treatment units, their models, source status etc. The
programme helps to edit any data file for any modification,
delete an unwanted record and also generate the output of users'
choice. The programme, in the present state of development,
covers only the teletherapy institutes in the country. The
programme also contains a Text file which documents- the general
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functioning of the whole programme,

iL^-LA Computer prorfraawe for evaluating therapy head leakage for
the Jeevan Jyoli Linac

Govinda Rajan K.N. and M.L. Bhutani

A programme was written in Basic which calculates the head
leakage for 4 MV and 15 "V linac (being developed indigeneously).
The programme uses the theoretical angular distribution intensity
and the design drawing and evaluates the leakage of radiation at
different angles from the target, taking the beam flattening also
into account. If the shielding is adequate, the programme prints
'satisfactory' along with the shielding thickness. If the
shielding thickness is not satisfactory, the programme evaluates
the modified thickness, after taking into account the design
modification suggested by us. The programme will be useful for
evaluating the shielding adequacy of any therapy head that may be
indigeneously developed.
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E INDUSTRIAL RADIOGRAPHY AND CONTROL SECTION

G. Venkataraaan

1. Services llendared

1.1. The section continued to render radiation surveillance and
advjce on radiation safety concerning industrial applications of
radiation sources covering following users:

1. Industrial radiography

2. Nucieonic gauges

3. Users of Tracers and
manufacturers of cons-
umer products as watch
dials * gas mantles

4. Industrial irradiators

1076 institutions using 1212
Ir-192, 50 Co-60, about 200 X-ray.
4 Tm-170, 1 Cf-252 and 9 linear
accelerator sources.

500 institutions using 1438 Co-60,
1135 Cs-137 and 954 other sources.

250 institutions using R-3, Pa-147
and Th-232, luminous paints and
gaseous tritium light sources.

10 institutions.

Since the last report there has been a growth of about 43X
in radiography and about 25% in gauge sources.

Table 1
The work carried out during the period of this report

( 1989-1991 )

a. Advice on radiation safety,
rad. equipment.training and
source movements

b. Radiography cameras inspe-
cted

c. Authorisations issued •( new
and replacement sources )

d. Plans of buildings for hous-
ing radiography sources scr-
uitinised and approved

e. Radiography sites inspected

f. N 0 C issued for importing
radiography cameras & gauges

1989

2940

330

1133

21

174

158

1990

4534

310

1043

25

104

135

1991

3506

333

947

13

77

123
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1.2 Assistance has been provided in twelve unusual incidences
nine pertaining to industrial radiography and three to nucleonic
gauge sources involving six source pencils getting stuck up and
five sources reported stolen. M l of the* have been attended
successfully to retrieve the sources to their shielded and safe
positions. Two well logging sources have been advised to be
abondoned and plugged in deep bore wells.

1.3 Apart from usual planning of X-ray &ud isotope radiography
rooms specialised plans for 4 MV and IS MV linear accelerators to
be installed at gun factory Itarsi and Shar centre Sriharikota
respectively were scruitinised and appropriate guidances to
achieve built in safety were offered.

1.4 In addition to organising refresher courses and site
incharges and radiographers renewal examinations from time to
time, the section members were also involved in organising and
conducting the following workshops and educational programmes:
a. IAEA/nCA course was organised on Safety Aspects in the

Industrial Application of Radiation Sources during Dec. 2
to 13, 1991. Eight members from outside India e.g. Sri lanka,
Bangaladesh, Vietnam, Indonesia, South Korea, Malaysia,
Phillippines and China and twelve from India participated
in the above course.

b. AERB/DRP seminar was organised on the role of Management in
Enforcing Safety in Industrial Radiography in July 1989.

c. A one day workshop was held on Radio isotope Gauges and their
applications in Industry, on Oct. 8,1991.

d. Industrial RSO course was organised during March 18 to April
12, 1991.Twenty two participants from various industries
participated in the above course.

e. One day workshop on the Safe Transport of Radioactive
Materials was conducted jointly by AERB and DRP on March 18,
1991.

f. BRNS workshop on Radiological Testing of Industrial
Radiography Equipment was organised during Oct. 12 to 24,
1991.

Section members also participted in IRG-1, radigraphers
certifications, one year hospital physics and GTLS courses
conducted by various organisations in collaboration with B A R C.

1.5 The section members supervised prototype tests on
radiography cameras and nucleonic gauges fabricated by indegenous
manufacturers like Pentax Engineering Pvt. Ltd., Electronics
Division BARC, BRIT and ECIL etc. to asses compliance with
AERB/ISO standards.

1.6 T.V. monitors/video display tubes indegenously manufactured
by a PSU were monitored for X-ray intensities in contact with
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screens. TLDs calibrated for low energy X-rays were employed. The
radiation exposure rates were less than 0.13 micro Coulombs/kg/h
which were below the permissible values. These were certified for
compliance with relevant international standards.

1.7 Members of the section participated in the Department of
Science 4 Technology programme on accreditation of testing labs
for radiological testing. Eight laboratories were visited by
members of the section and accreditation was recommended for
institutions meeting the requirements.

1.8 Section members have been acively participating in the
disposal of idle Co-60 and Cs-137 sources. As a result of this 8
Co-60 , 1 Cs-137 radiography and about 1000 gauge sources were
brought to BARC and disposed off. 553 Cs-137 gauge sources were
brought to BARC in a specially designed transport flask at one
stretch from Bokaro steel plant and disposed off. The total
collective dose during above operation was below 3.6 person
mi 11isievert.

1.9 Population dose due to use of H-3 and Pm-147 labelled
radio luminous compounds was estimated considering users of watch
and magnetic compass, persons handling devices incorporating GTLS
and population dose due to radioactive waste disposal by
manufacturers of the above products. Doses due to above
radioluminous compounds and CTL sources were 15.31 and .023
person Sv/y.

1.10 Statistcs and dose data were compiled for industrial
workers for the year 1981 to 1989 as required by UNSCEAR in their
forme. L .

1.11 The transport advisory group of this section continued to
handle assignments relating to the following:

a. Tendering advice on the safe transport of radioactive
materials including fissile materials.

b. Assessment of package design and shipment details prior to
issuance of approval by AERB.

c. Issuance of transport certificates for domestic and
international shipments of radioactive materials.

d. Inspection of packages.

e. Tendering advice to DGCA and Port Authorities regarding
import of approved radioactive shipments to India.

f. Advising authorised users regarding transport of radioactive
waste to BARC for disposal in co-ordination with Waste
Management Division, BARC and BRIT.
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2. Industrial Radiography

2.1. Evaluation o£ ajx scattered dose fro» * 12 MX 1inear
accelerator

MB Amiya Sharaa, Arunkuaar, C.P. Raghavendran and
G. Venkataraman

For testing high thicknesses of jobs a twelve MeV linear
accelerator is being used by Larsen ft Toubro Ltd. Boabay at
Hazira site in an open top radiography enclosure. While using a
high energy and high intensity source like that froa a linear
accelerator in open top enclosures, apart froa the direct
radiation transmitted through the shielding walls, the
contribution of the dose due to air scattered radiation is also
quite significant. The accelerator is being operated facing its
beam always towards a particular wall or downwards. The
calculations have been performed to evaluate the air scattered
dose outside the shielding walls in the above operating
conditions. The same has been measured experiaentally by using
ionisation chamber, Nal(Tl) scintillator and TLD type monitors
simultaneously. The compilation of the calculated and
experimentally measured results are in progress.

2.2. Exposure received by industrial radiography operators:
A time and mot ion study

R.R. Vishwakarraa, Ms Amiya Sharma, V.K. Kathuria and
G. Venkataraman

While using various type of teleflex exposure devices for
carrying out radiographic operations an operator is mainly
exposed to leakage radiation during transport, connections and
disconnections of cables as well as direct radiation during
exposure and retrieval of sources. A break up of both type of
exposures has been studied and it has been found that for
completing thirty operations a radigrapher is exposed about three
times more due to latter.

3. Internal Monitoring

r.K.Gaur, Geetha Sadagopan and G. Venkataraaan

3.1. Kr-85 monitoring :

Monitoring of Kr-85 was done in one of the industrial
int. i tut ions where 30 Ci of the above source was being transfered
from the transport container to the tracer flow equipaent used
for testing of leak tightness of glass to metal seals. The
monitored air contamination was found to be of the order of 2000
Bq/Cu m which is much less than its DAC (5 M Bq/Cu m ) .
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3.2. proMethium A "tritiuM •oni tori rut :

About 40 persons froM watch factory were Monitored for H-3
body burden. The committed dose equivalent ranged from 6 M S V to
120 MSV. Eight persons working in a cable factory got involved In
an accidental breakage of tritium filled sources containing 1500
and 870 mCi of H-3 activities. The H-3 body burdens were
estimated for above 8 persons present in the rooa and they were
found in the range of 10 to 1000 Millionth ot ALI ( ALI for H-3
is 3 CBq >.

About 12 persons from a defence estabiishMent were called at
BARC for whole body counting and bioassay Monitoring. In the
invivo counting the Pn-147 activity was below the MDA of the
counter ( MDA is 0.9 kBq of Pm-147 in liver ). The effective dose
equivalent evaluated was below 100 uSv.

3.3. ThoriuM Monitoring :

In a chemical factory , thorium oxide is produced through a
chemical process with thorium nitrate as the starting Material.
Radiation surveillance involving area, air and effluent
monitoring was carried out in a pilot plant.

Area, surface and air monitoring were carried out in about
ten industries handling few tons of thoriUM annually for
manufacture of gas mantles. The result showed significant air and
surface contamination levels. Specific recommendations were Made
to improve the safety status in these institutions.

4. Transport of Radioactive Materials

4.1. CoMouter code Vahak

J.S. Bisht, A.N. Nandakumar, K.C. Upadhyay and
G. Venkataraman

With the increasing complexities in the variety of
radioactive materials which are required to be transported and in
the regulations governing the transport of radioactive Materials,
the need hes arisen for providing proper guidance to the
consigner regarding the regulatory requirements. This need is
best satisfied by a computer code prepared by the group. The
title of the code is VAHAK. It is written in the interactive
mode. Upon actuating the code, it simply addresses a sequence of
questions on the screen which can be easily answered by the
consignee, as these questions relate to the identity of the
radionuclide, its activity, its physical form, etc. Upon
obtaining the particulars fom the user, the code provides a
design, labelling, marking, certification and documentation. It
is is being periodically updated. The code can be made available
to any interested user.
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4.2. Probabilistic safety assessment applied to transport of
radioactive Material

J.S. Bisht, A.N. Nandakumar. K.C. Upadhyay and
G. Venkataraman

The group is participating in an IAEA Co-ordinated Research
Programme on application of PSA techniques for Transport of
Radioactive Material. A computer code, RADTIiON 4, was provided by
IAEA. This code computes the dose received by transport crew,
cargo handler, pedestrians, public and travellers in other
vehicles en route under normal and also under accidental
conditions of transport. The shipment data including the number
of shipments and their activity, shipment distances and
population densities en route were obtained for computing the
dos?- under normal conditions of transport. As regards dose under
accidental conditions of transport, data relating to accident and
the population zones where accidents occur, were obtained.
Particulars relating to package response to specific accident
categories were quantified. With these data, collective dose
under accidental conditions were computed.

4.3. Review of Indian experience in transport of radioactive
material

J.S. Bisht, A.N. Nandakumar, K.C. Upadhyay and
G. Venkataraman

Compilations of background data relating to Indian
experience in the transport of radioactive materials revealed
that about 2 lakh packages containing radioactive materials have
been transported in India over a total distance of 250 million
kilometres in the past 20 years. The total number of off-normal
incidents recorded upto 1990 were only 17. Only 4 of these had
the potential to result in exposure to individuals. Conservative
estimates indicate that no adverse health effects may occur in
the exposed individuals. Frequency of occurence of such incidents
are being updated. The probability that a package forwarded for
transport meets with an incident is approximately seven in one
lakh. However, most of them do not result in any increase in dose
to the pub Iic.

4.4. Experience in hand Iinit accidents involving radioactive
materials

J.S. Bisht, A.N. Nandakumar, K.C. Upadhyay and
G. Venkataraman

A vehicle transporting a teletherapy source had met with an
accident during its journey from Bombay to Gwalior. A member of
the transport advisory group rushed to the spot, surveyed the
consignment, examined the cause of the accident, loaded the
consignment on another truck and forwarded it to its destination.
A study was undertaken to examine incidents which had occurred in
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India earlier and the causes of the accidents were compiled and a
comparative analysis was made.

5. Preparation a£ safety codes and guides

Members of the section served on task and working groups for
the preparation of the following AERB/SafeJy standards.

1. Standard specifications for radiological safety in the
design, construction and use of industrial ionising
radiation gauging devices - AERB-SS-2(1990) - G.
Venkataraman, B.K.S. Murthy and S.P. Aggarwal.

2. Safety guide on radiation surveillance procedures for
manufacture and distribution of consumer products containing
radioactive substances - B.K.S. Murthy.

3. Safety guide on the use of sealed pnd unsealed radioactive
materials as tracers in industry and hydrology - B.K.S.
Murthy.

4. Radiological safety in the design and Manufacture of
consumer products containing radioactive substances - S.P.
Aggarwal.

5. Guidelines to set up a radio luminous painting workshop
BARC/DRIYRLP-1 - P.K. Gaur, Geetha Sadagopan and G.
Venkataraman.

6. Guidelines on the safety aspects in the use of gaseous
tritium light sources - BAI!C/DRr/GTLS-1 - Geetha Sadgopan,
P.K. Gaur and G. Venkataraman.

7. Radiation safety guide for the installation, use and
maintenance of X-ray analytical equipment, Sat. B.
Nagalakshmi, V.G.I). Subramanian, P. Subrahmanyam and G.
Venkataraman, BARC/1991/R/003.

8. Radiation safety guide for the installation, use and
maintenance of industrial radiography X-ray equipment upto 1
MeV, V.G.n. Subramanian, P. Subrhamanyam and G.
Venkataraman, BARC/DRP/IRSCXE,1989.

9. Emergency preparedness procedures for handling radiation
emergencies involving industrial radiography sources, G.
Venkataraman, Smt. B. Nagalakshmi and V.G.R. Subramanian,
1989.

10. Unusual radiation incidents in Non - DAE institutions during
1986-1990, DRP/RAD-INC/91 - U.B. Tripathi, V.K. Kathuria,
Arunkumar and K.C. Upadhyay.
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11. Requirements and controls during transport and for storage
-in-transit of radioactive Materials - AERB safety guide
SG/TR 3, G. Subrahmanian, J.S. Bisht, S.R.K. Iyer, P.S.A.
Narayanan, P. Sitharamaiah, S. Vedamoorthy and D. Singh ,
1991 .

12. Emergency response planning and preparedness for transport
accidents involving radioactive material - AERB safety code
SC/TR 3, G. Subrahmanian, J.S. Bisht, S.R.K. Iyer, P.S.A.
Narayanan, P. Sitharamaiah, S. Vedamoorthy and D. Singh ,
1990.

13. Safety in transport of radioactive materials, principle and
practice, A.M. Nandakumar, 1991.

PUBLICATIONS

1. Radiation safety in industrial radiography - An analysis of
present status, R. Kannan, V.G.R. Subramanian, R. Sadagopan
and G. Venkataraman, Bulletin of Radiation Protection Vol.
14 Nos 3 & 4 July - Dec, 1991,3-7.

2. Exposures received by industrial radiography operators : A
time and motion study, R.R. Vishwakarma, Ms Amiya Sharma,
V.K. Kathuria and G. Venkataraman, Bulletin of Radiation
Protection Vol. 14 Nos 3 4 4 July - Dec, 1991,8-10.

3. Radiation safety in use of nucSeonic gauges - Current status
and problems - B.K.S. Murthy, S.P. Aggarwal, R. Kannan &
V.K. Kathuria, 17th conference of Indian Association for
Radiation Protection, Allahabad, March 1990.

4. Ventilation requirement in a laboratory handling tritium
light sources - Geetha sadagopan, P.K. Gaur & G.
Venkataraman, paper presented at symposium on Tritium
Measurements & Applications, Feb. 22-23,1990, BARC, Bombay.
Also published in Bulletin of Radiation Protection Vol. 13
No - 1,1991,135-138.

5. Handling ot incidents involving transport of radioactive
materials - K.C. Upadhyay, A.N. Nandakumar, J.S. Bisht and
G. Subrahmanian - 16th IA.RP annual conference on Radiation
Protection, Bombay, Jan. 9-12, 1989.

6. A comparison of the old and the revised A1/A2 values and the
related consequences - J.S. Bisht, A.N. Nandakuma'r, K.C.
Upadhyay and G. Subrahmanian, PATRAM 89, Washington, June,
1989.

7. Disposal of small, quantities of radioactive wastes - J.S.
Bisht - Proceedings of the National Workshop on Use of
Radioisotopes in Biology, BARC Vashi Complex, Bombay, Oct.
16-27, 1989.

8. Packing and transportation of radioisotopes - J.S. Bisht -
Proceedings of the National Workshop on Use of Radioisotopes
in Biology, BARC Vashi Complex, Bombay, Oct. 16-27, 1989.

9. Vahak - A computer code for guidance on procedures and
regulations for safe transport of radioactive materials
K.C. Upadhyay, D.P. Bhatia, A.N. Nandakumar, J.S. Bisht and
G. Venkataraman, 18th IARP Conference on Radiation
Protection, Tarapur, Maharashtra, Feb. 14-16, 1991.
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